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Abstract 

Big Social Data Analytics is acquiring increasing importance in many fields from the 

visualization and exploration of the online discourse, to the prediction of company's 

sales.  Indeed, given the incredible expansion of social media and the accessibility of 

the Social Data therein, marketing actors have greater possibilities of using this data 

for improving or adjusting marketing strategies. 

The literature on the use of big social data for marketing segmentation purposes is 

recent and limited to applied cases, therefore this thesis has the aim of bridging the 

gap between big social data and marketing segmentation. This has been done through 

the definition of a methodology to extract psychographic and demographic attributes 

from different text variables of a Twitter users’ database. As a result, the application 

of the proposed methodology has shown that the integration of the results from the 

mining of Twitter users texts can not only efficiently contribute to market 

segmentation, but also provide a deep and comprehensive understanding of the 

market, including its opportunities and threats. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Social Media have acquired more and more relevance in recent times given the 

increasing number of users who everyday access them, leaving comments and 

expressing opinions mainly in the form of text. This, in turn, has developed a strong 

interest, especially from the marketing actors, in finding the most effective ways to 

extract marketing sensible information from the original vast unstructured set of data, 

the so called Big Social Data, which are presented in the form of variables regarding 

the users’ personal data and the user’s areas of interest.  

Indeed, Big Social Data analytics reveals to have a strong potential in understanding 

the market and performing segmentation analysis, which is deemed a profitable 

activity performed by the main marketing actors, and in which companies are currently 

investing time and money, sometimes using conventional less effective direct methods.  

As a result, being the opinions of social media users expressed in a free and unsolicited 

way, they could allow companies to access to an extremely valuable set of data that, 

using the correct means, could give managers the possibility to adjust their market 

strategies by better knowing their consumer base. 

Therefore, the question that this research aims at answering is whether and how the 

big data coming from social media can play a role in the adapting marketing strategies 

to consumers’ segments, therefore giving a contribute to the managerial decision-

making process. 

In this study, the information released by the users in the social media called Twitter, 

including text strings (tweets) and user’s information, such as biography and location, 

have been retrieved and analysed to understand how it was possible to create a 

methodology to give a structure to the data. This methodology aimed at obtaining not 

only insightful information about the market, but also with a clear structure usable 

from the marketing manager.  

Therefore, after having reviewed the applicable literature, the research has started 

from a significant sized database taken from Twitter, containing more than 150.000 

tweets together with the relative metadata, such as userID, publishing time, and 
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location, which together represent the so called Big Social Data. Having the researcher 

had a personal experience in the sunglasses industry, the chosen database was taken 

from the tweets referring to the world of “sunglasses”. 

Firstly, the raw database has been elaborated through a process of filtering and 

cleaning of data on Excel. After this, the information contained in the database has 

been deeply explored and structured using a specific text mining software. On the one 

hand, the main text topics have been found and grouped them into text clusters, on 

the other hand, users have been grouped into clusters based on the individual user’s 

attributes from their biography. Lastly, an advanced analysis if the user location has 

been performed to provide additional information to describe the market. 

At last, the information has been combined for each user, obtaining a final database 

which contains organized “talking” subjects, together with the psychographic and 

demographic characteristics of those who talk about them.   

This file is expressed now in the form of numeric variables and thus it is easily usable 

from a marketing team as a base of data in a computer-assisted decision-making 

process. It is evident that the same approach can be applied also to other fields, or 

industries, not only for strategic marketing purposes, but also for assessing security 

protection and for the detection of possible fraudulent markets. 
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2.  Conceptual Framework 

The conceptual framework presents the environment in which this research has been 

performed which includes the description of the characteristics of the sources used to 

perform the research, with the definition of Big Social Data, and the current definition 

of Customer Segmentation. 

1.1 Big Social Data  

Big Social Data is the definition given to an enormous amount of data, called Big Data, 

that has as source a social media. In order to understand correctly the characteristics 

of such kind of data, it is necessary to analyse the features of these two separately, 

describing social networks first and big data later. 

1.1.1 Data available from Social Media 

The words “social networks” and “social media” are nowadays used as synonyms to 

talk about the online of social structures that are created through hosting services. 

However, “social network” refers to the creation of networks and communities in which 

people maintain a personal or business relationship, while “social media” is the mean, 

the electronic communication, through which the communities are created, and 

information, ideas, messages, and all kind of content is shared (Schauer, 2015). Boyd 

and Ellison in 2007 give an exhaustive definition of social media, describing them as 

services existing on the web, which allow users to create a public or semi-public profile 

within a defined domain and to use this profile to interactively communicate and 

connect with other users inside the network, and give the possibility to see and scroll 

through their list of connections and the one of other users inside the same platform.  

The marketing role of social media is well known for what concerns online 

advertisement and social media campaigns, however they have become more and 

more relevant for what concerns the collection of user information given that, for 

instance, almost 2 billion people per month are active on Facebook, one the most used 

social network (Zephoria.com, 2017). Indeed, the presence of so many users 

concentrated in single platforms, where they can share opinions, has made social 

media a place where companies not only can increase their visibility, putting contents 

under the eyes of this gigantic audience, but also can collect all the information left by 

the participants to the network. 
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In particular, social media allow the publication of the so called “User Generated 

Content” (UGC), which refers to any kind of content published by unpaid contributors. 

It includes text strings, such as posts on Facebook, tweets on Twitter, reviews on 

Foursquare, and pictures, audio and video files, created by the user himself and made 

available online through the sharing with the network. This kind of content is extremely 

valuable as it is by nature authentic, unsolicited, and therefore trustworthy 

(Socialchamps.com, 2016).  

Moreover, together with UGC, an additional set of data is left by the user when 

publishing some content. This additional information is called metadata and includes 

userID, user location, user time zone, publishing time and many others. The 

aggregation of UGC and metadata is known as “Social Data” and it is defined by 

Investopedia.com (2017) as “the information that social media users publicly share 

and that includes metadata such as the user’s location, language spoken, biographical 

data and/or shared links”.  

In addition to this, when social data is created, it is automatically recorded and stored 

by the hosting social media and can be freely accessed through the social media official 

tools. As a result, considering the number of users present on social media, and the 

amount of UGC that each user leaves every day on social network, it is easy to 

understand why organizations of different nature, individuals and even governments 

have got extremely interested collecting and analysing the enormous quantity of data 

available with the aim of understanding the details of users who leave thoughts and 

reactions to their activities. 

1.1.2 Twitter Data 

As it happens with the UGC and the metadata previously explained, also all the 

information left by Twitter users are collected and stored in a database.  

It was launched in 2006 from Obvious Corporation in San Francisco and in January 

2017, Twitter has reached a total of 100 million active user per day, which publish a 

total of 500 million tweets each day, becoming in turn one of the most used social 

media, together with Facebook and Instagram. Users which are active on Twitter are 

not only common people, but also well-known celebrities, influencers, bloggers and 

even public entities such as companies and governments. For example, 160 out of 193 
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member countries of the United Nations have their own page on Twitter 

(Omnicoreagency.com, 2017).   

Twitter allows registered users to have their personal page, where they can publish 

and share their opinions about any topic with their followers on the form of “tweets”, 

short text messages with a maximum of 140 characters which can contain either plain 

text, or text with other elements such as images, links to webpages, hashtags or 

mentions.  

Hashtags are single words preceded by the symbol #. They are used to categorize the 

tweet into a specific topic and can refer to anything, from very broad topics, such as 

#sun, to very specific ones, such as #TourdeFrance2017. In this way, when other 

users search for the specific hashtag they can see all tweets that have been published 

about that topic, even though they are not following the publisher. 

Moreover, tweets can include mentions, meaning another user’s name preceded by 

“@”. Mentions are used to call out the attention of someone to specific subjects and 

can be referred to any kind of user, from a friend of the publisher to a public entity. 

As a result, the tweet can be used to share opinions with friends, to refer to a VIP, but 

also to comment products of specific companies. 

In conclusion, Twitter offers the option of retweeting tweets, meaning sharing another 

person’s idea by republishing his original tweet. When someone hits the button 

“retweet”, Twitter allows him to add new text content next to the original tweet with 

the @mention of the original tweeting user. This functionality is useful as it lets users 

to express their opinion, agreeing (or disagreeing) with the publisher. However, many 

who have analysed tweets and retweets, such as Godfrey D. et al. (2014) confirm in 

their study, agree on the fact that retweets are of little help when trying to understand 

the content and the main topics of the online discourse, as people add little or no 

content to the original tweet. 

After having collected all the social data in its database, Twitter allows users, after a 

registration as a developer, to access them through an official tool called Twitter API. 

With this tool the interested user can submit a “query”, meaning a request for 

information from a database, that specifies the wanted parameters of the database 
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variables. The objective is to download a certain number of tweets, with all the 

metadata associated to them, which respond to the predetermined parameters.  

It has to be said that the retrieval of this information is restricted by users when they 

set a private profile, therefore limiting the access to some of the information, and by 

Twitter for example regarding the number of information that can be collected and the 

timeframe of the collection. Nevertheless, the amount of information that are 

accessible is still very relevant and Table 2-1 below presents the variables that any 

registered user can easily download with a query from the Twitter API. 

Table 2-1 – Twitter Variables from API 

Variable Description 

TweetId Tweet’s unique identification number 

tweetDate Tweet’s date of publication 

Text Original published text string 

retweetCount Times the tweet has been retweeted 

retweeted Binary value: if it is a retweet or not 

tweetLang Language of the text string 

source Which mean has been used to publish 

mentions Reports the mentions in the text string 

hashtags Reports the hashtags in the text string 

Urls Reports the URLs in the text string 

userId User’s unique identification number 

userName User’s registered name 

userScreenName User’s name displayed on screen  
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userCreatedDate User’s profile creation 

userLang Language set by the user 

userLocation Location inserted freely by the user 

userTimeZone Registered time zone - text 

userUTCOffset Registered time zone - numeric 

userFollowerCount Number of user’s followers 

userFriendsCount Number of user’s friends 

userStatusesCount Number of tweets published by the user 

userBio Biography, freely written by the user 

originalTweetId Original tweetID if retweeted is yes 

originalTweetUserId Orginal UserID of original tweet 

originalTweetUserName Orginal UserName of original tweet 

originalTweetUserScreenName Orginal UserScreenName of original tweet 

originalTweetDate Orginal TweetDate of original tweet 

 

Looking at this table it is easy to understand the amount of information that Twitter 

allows to download. Therefore, before introducing how this information has been used 

in this research, it is important to go through the concept of Big Data, explained in the 

section below. 

1.1.3 Big Data 

Big Data is a term coined in 1997 by Michael Cox and David Ellsworth in their research 

“Application-controlled demand paging for out-of-core visualization” where they write: 

 “Visualization provides an interesting challenge for computer systems: data sets are 

generally quite large, taxing the capacities of main memory, local disk, and even 
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remote disk. We call this the problem of big data. When data sets do not fit in main 

memory (in core), or when they do not fit even on local disk, the most common solution 

is to acquire more resources”. 

Therefore, the first definition of Big Data is referring mostly to a problem related to 

big data sets as technological tools present at that time were incapable to process, or 

could hardly do it.  

 After this definition, many have addressed the topic and the analyst Douglas Laney 

(2001) in his work “3D Data Management: Controlling Data Volume, Velocity and 

Variety” is the first one to define the main characteristics of Big Data by creating a 

general framework. From then, the so-called model of the 3Vs, explained below, has 

become the generally-accepted one. 

The three V include: 

 Volume: refers to the dimension of the dataset. The volume of data necessary 

to consider Big Data is generally set at 1 billion data points. This can run also 

to the dimension of petabytes (that corresponds to a billion of bytes). 

 Velocity: this refers to the speed in which each data point is created. Not only 

we refer to data which are created in real-time, but also to the linkage that 

exists between datasets which are created with different speeds, and to 

activities which do not happen regularly but alternate moments of high and low 

concentration of data creation. 

 Variety: this refers to the different typologies of data, coming from different 

sources, structured and unstructured. 

Expanding the definition given by Laney, many authors have given other explanations 

to what is big data, and De Mauro et al. (2014) propose a complete classification of 

the existing Big Data definitions from 2008 to 2014, clustering them into 4 groups 

based on what facet of the topic is addressed. Below, the 4 groups of Big Data 

characteristics are explained by adding further explanations from other authors’ 

contributions: 

 Attributes of Data: in this category fall the attributes given by Laney (2001), 

namely the 3Vs addressed previously, and the subsequent definitions of 
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Veracity, Complexity, and Unstructured-ness and Value. With “Veracity” we 

refer to the fact that big data are not cleaned and contain biases, noise, 

therefore need to be thoroughly cleaned to extract relevant information 

(Schroeck et al. 2012). Instead, “Complexity” refers to the fact that the 

unstructured data need to be connected, linked and correlated in order to 

understand the contained, but hidden meaning.  “Unstructuredness” of data 

refers to not organized data, usually text-heavy, which must be interpreted so 

to extract meaning (Intel, 2012; Suthaharan, 2013). As explained by Lisa Arthur 

(Forbes.com, 2013) typical examples of unstructured data is the data we find 

on social media, such as metadata, Twitter-tweets, and other social posts. 

Lastly, with “Value” we refer to the fact that companies are willing to invest 

time, effort and resources in collecting, cleaning, structuring and finally using 

big data given that they know their intrinsic value and they aim at extracting it 

(Dijcks, 2013). 

 Technological Needs: in this category fall the definitions which highlight the 

need of technological tools in the processing of the data. Indeed, the 

manipulation of such great amount of data implies the use of advanced 

machines which can sustain the complexity of the information set (Microsoft 

Research, 2013).  

 Thresholds: this category includes definitions that refer to the limitations of 

different tools when handling big data. For example, Manyika et al. (2011) 

define big data as those which go beyond the ability of typical database software 

tools to capture, store, manage and analyse.  

 Social Impact: here we describe the impact that big data have had on society. 

Boyd and Crawford (2012) define it as “a cultural, technological, and scholarly 

phenomenon that rests on the interplay of Technology (referred to 

computational tools), Analysis (patterns within data) and Mythology (big data 

are objective, true, and accurate by nature), while Mayer-Schonberger and 

Cukier in 2013 define big data as a phenomenon which has brought 3 shifts: 

more data, messier, and among which correlation overtakes causality. 

In conclusion, De Mauro et al. (2014) provide their own inclusive definition of Big Data: 

“Big Data is the Information asset characterized by such a High Volume, Velocity and 
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Variety to require specific Technology and Analytical Methods for its transformation 

into Value.” 

Moving to more recent times, Big Data have been more and more tied to social media 

given their popularity and the consequent amount of information shared every day.  

Drawing from Jain and Bhatnagar (2017), the most recent definition of Big Data is the 

voluminous and complex amount of data that come from different sources such as 

sensors, content posted on social media, or sale purchase transactions. 

1.2 Market Segmentation Definition 

Market segmentation is the first step that a marketing manager needs to take when 

planning a marketing strategy as it helps to decide the right marketing mix aimed at 

targeting correctly single market segments and thus to optimize the company’s efforts. 

Customer segmentation is the first step of the STP approach for marketing strategy, 

which includes Market Segmentation, Targeting and Positioning. As explained by 

Moutinho (2000) in his research “Segmentation, Targeting, Positioning and Strategic 

Marketing”, the first step aims at identify actual and potential customer by dividing the 

total demand into homogeneous segments, which have a high degree of inter-group 

similarity and high degree of intra-group dissimilarity, which are expected to respond 

differently to marketing stimuli (Webster, 1984; Wedel & Kamakura, 2000). The 

second step is about deciding which segment among the resulting ones is to be 

targeted with a product, based on the company abilities compared to the competitors 

and the available resources. Lastly, the third step is about defining the advantages of 

the targeted segment and develop a positioning concept which aims at creating a 

special place for the product or the brand in the mind of the so to establish links 

between the product itself and the consumers’ desired specific attributes of the product 

and brand. These three concepts in turn bring to the definition of the right Marketing 

Mix for the commercialization of the product. 

Market segmentation implies an accurate understanding of the market and, in turn, 

the knowledge of the customer. Therefore, acquiring customers’ information is the 

starting point and there are two main acknowledged ways to do so: 
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- Qualitative research: implies the analysis of qualitative data coming from 

individual or group interviews, observation of the customer in his daily life, etc. 

- Quantitative research: implies the collection of a sufficient number of numerical 

values which describe the attitude of the customer toward the queried theme. 

These are usually collected through surveys or through Customer Relationship 

Management activities such as the collection of customers’ satisfaction rate at 

the point of sale. 

The choice between qualitative or quantitative research to obtain information is the 

object of a still ongoing discussion in the field of marketing, but the article published 

in August 2017 by the G. De Vault on Thebalance.com confirms that the acknowledged 

distinction is that quantitative research confirms assumptions, while qualitative 

research explores. 

 

3. Big Social Data Applications and Market Segmentation 

Methods 

Given the purpose of this research, the related literature was addressed from two 

perspectives. On the one hand, the common frameworks for market segmentation 

were reviewed together with the acknowledged limits. On the other hand, the general 

applications of Big Social Data Analytics were discussed, followed by those which have 

similarities in the objective or in the methodologies and tools of this research. Given 

the fact that combining text analytics with social media, in particular on Twitter, has 

started in very recent times, around 2010, the literature about similar research 

presents mainly some specific business cases applications. 

3.1 Applications of Big Social Data Analytics 

The availability of such an amount of user information has an incredible potential that 

has been proved real by many researchers who tried to predict or visualize events by 

using data extracted by the most known and populated social media such as Facebook 

and Twitter. Analytics is the way in which this data have been transformed into value, 

and commonly used types of data analytics are the visual, the descriptive, the 

predictive or the text analytics.  
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To make some examples of predictive analytics, it has been taken the paper by Asur 

and Huberman (2010). In their research “Predicting the future with Social Media”, they 

showed how it is possible to create a linear regression to predict in advance box-office 

revenues of movies by analysing the opinions left by people on Twitter in the form of 

tweets. Starting from a database of almost 3 million tweets, they demonstrated that 

the speed rate in which tweets are published on Twitter is positively related to the 

box-office revenue of the movie, proving that their regression outperforms other 

predictions coming from the Hollywood stock exchange.  

In addition, the research by Vatrapu et al. (2010) has demonstrated the power of Big 

Data in predicting companies’ future sales. Indeed, in their research they were able to 

use social data coming from Twitter to create input variables for a regression. This 

regression shows that it exists a positive correlation between tweets containing the 

word “iPhone” and iPhone sales in the period from 2010 to 2013 with a “Rsquare 

coefficient of 0.95 and 0.96 for multiple regression with sentiment as second variable”. 

The graph below (Figure 3) shows the result of the paper: on the y-axis are shown the 

sales in billion $, while on x-axis are shown the trimesters across 5 years. The red line 

(actual sales) and the green line (predicted sales) which overlap show that the 

information coming from Tweets successfully predicted Iphone’s Quarterly sales. 

 

Figure 3-1 - Predicted Quarterly Sales vs. Quarterly Sales 
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3.1.1 Text Analytics  

Text analytics of big social data consists of analysing the text strings shared by social 

media users. Clarabrige.com in 2016 defines “text analytics” as “the process of drawing 

meaning out of written communication” to understand patterns, topics, and areas of 

interest hidden in any kind of written text.   

Nowadays, text analytics of online sources is used in many different fields: in 

government and finance it is used to detect fraudulent activites, in life sciences it can 

be used to identify adverse events and recommend appropriate research materials. 

However, in all fields it is used and has been proved to be necessary to spot emerging 

trends and identify consumer’s segments. 

In particular, given the mentioned expansion of social network, text analytics has 

increased his relevance in the marketing field where it can be applied for the analysis 

of UGC, on the form of text, which might include comments about products, brands or 

companies. It is in this case, text analytics helps companies to transform the 

unstructured and qualitative data to a more structured and measurable information 

where to recognize patterns, and in turn themes and concepts (Gutierrez, 2015). 

However, performing such kind of analysis on big data couldn’t be done without the 

help of a specialized software. Indeed, there exist many different tools able to perform 

lexical analysis, categorization, clustering, pattern recognition, association analysis 

which, through processing algorithms and calculations, determine key words and 

topics from the million-text data available from the chosen source. Many of these tools 

require the capacity of programming the tool in informatic language, while other 

software is called “point and click”, meaning that the interface is user-friendly and 

suitable for users who are not able to write codes. 

Therefore, text analytics reveals its potential when there is great amount of text which 

is unstructured and which has to be mined. In this research “text analytics” and “text 

mining” will be used as synonyms, something which is very common now, since the 

research by Ronen Feldman in 2004.  
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3.1.2 Topic Modelling through Big Social Data 

Having said the extent of social media nowadays, and how important is for companies 

the customer segmentation, it is reasonable to assume that many information that 

could contribute to customer segmentation could be found on social media.  

From the years 2000, LDA, or latent direct allocation, has been one of the most 

commonly used methods for understanding the content of a written text, by extracting 

group of words which identified the main topics. Topic modelling through LDA, indeed, 

has proved to be extremely successful in identifying meaningful topics when dealing 

with long texts, such academic articles or news publications. However, it has proved 

to be less efficient when dealing with short texts, such as those written by social media 

users in their statuses (Blei et al., 2003). Therefore, much of the literature about topic 

modelling to understand text on social media has focused on finding correct models 

on how to extract topics from the short text strings on social media.  

In 2013, Mehrotra et al. have performed a research that improve the common LDA 

model, to create another version that was more successful with short texts. In 2015, 

instead, Ahuja, Wei and Carley have proposed a totally new model called SMSTM, a 

sentiment topic model for social media data. Later on, Jonsson and Stolee (2016) have 

reviewed other different aggregation models for tweets’ topic extraction in order to 

understand which of them could provide the most easy-to-interpret topics. This 

mathematical formulation has been designed and tested on Twitter, and has been 

proved to work better than other models given the Twitter text peculiarities, such as 

short text and hashtag presence.  

However, the mentioned studies lack of a practical application of the model that could 

bridge the gap between their theoretical validity and real-word functioning. 

Concerning this, in 2016 Chan et al. have proposed another model to extract value 

from social media where they aim at giving practical takeaways. The model deals with 

a mixed-method approach, designed by the researchers, to understand the main areas 

of interest of Facebook Samsung page followers regarding the new model of Samsung 

smartphone. The research gives practical recommendations for what concerns the 

specific field of Operations Management, however it results to be hardly applicable to 

other fields or other subjects than operations. 
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3.1.3 Demographic Classification of Social Media Users 

Given the interest of the public in the identity of the social media users, much research 

exists also with the aim of giving a description of social media users according to 

demographic variables. However, the available research has performed such analysis 

with the aim of describing online population using conventional survey methods, where 

a sample of users has been asked directly about their demographic information, and 

not by looking at the online data released by the online population itself. As an 

example, it is taken the study conducted by Duggan et al. and published by Pew 

Research Center in 2015, which has reviewed both Twitter and Facebook user’s 

demographics resulting in a comprehensive overview of the user’s age, sex, occupation 

etc.  

On the other hand, when referring to Twitter, there exist few studies which have tried 

to investigate the content of Biographies of Twitter users with the aim of understanding 

their characteristics. For example, Birdsonganalytics.com in 2014 have explored the 

most used words in the Twitter biographies of followers of Team Sky Cycling, creating 

a cloud of words where “love” is the most used word and finding references also to 

their familiar statuses of husbands or wives. This research poses the bases for a further 

exploration of the contents of biographies of Twitter users, but gives no other 

information about the segment to which the single users belong to. 

Therefore, at the state of the art, not much research has been done regarding the 

possibility of performing a user’s segmentation completed with demographic variables 

starting from Big Social Data. This is probably the result of many factors: on the one 

hand, the fact that demographic information that users leave on social media might 

be uncomplete and sometimes incorrect; on the other hand, this information might be 

hardly classifiable from the unstructured text that characterizes social media.   

3.1.4 Text Mining with SAS® and Methodological Takeaways 

For what concerns the tool used, the topic modelling section has explained how 

academics have tried to develop their own methodologies and models to understand 

topics hidden in text strings. 

However, there exist many tools such as Python and R which are able to perform 

automatically the same analysis, and that could give advantages in terms of replication 
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of the methodology in companies and application in different fields. However, many of 

these require the advanced knowledge of their specific programming languages, which 

might prevent marketing researchers from using social media text analytics as 

additional information to complement their strategic marketing decisions. 

SAS® Enterprise Miner constitutes a valid alternative to programming tools, which has 

been widely accepted in the text analytics review as it has proven a strong efficiency 

in analysing short text such as tweets. Therefore, two of the most significant 

researches about text mining with SAS® are presented to support of the validity of 

this instrument as a tool to analyse Twitter data.  

During the 2012 SAS®Global Forum, Sudhan, Garla and Chakraborty have presented 

their analysis of the sentiments of Twitter users concerning a lawsuit verdict against 

the American supermarket Wal-Mart. Their results have proven the efficiency of Twitter 

data in capturing consumer’s opinions and sentiment, and of SAS® Text Miner in 

analysing correctly the short text of the tweets.  

Furthermore, in 2013 Sadhukan and Ansari have performed a text mining analysis on 

tweets using SAS® Enterprise Miner as well with the aim of discovering the main topics 

related to the opinions of Twitter users about a Microsoft challenge “Bing It On”. Also 

in this case, the results have been that SAS® is a successful mean to perform such 

analysis. 

Both researches have confirmed the validity of the text mining tool by applying the 

SAS® developed methodology of text parsing, text filtering, text topic and text 

clustering to extract meaningful topics from the unstructured text.  

This kind of research constitute the literature which has more points in common with 

the research presented in this thesis. Therefore, some of the methodological aspects 

applied to this research have been drawn from other SAS®Text Miner researches and 

below are presented the most relevant ones: 

1. Trial-and-error: when performing text mining analyses, the method of trial-

and-error is fundamental as the main decision tool to set the analysis 

parameters. This approach is widely recognized as the extracted topics must be 
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meaningful and easily interpretable, more than statistically and mathematically 

correct. 

2. Retweets exclusion: Excluding tweets is a methodological choice which gives 

advantages while running the analysis. On the one hand, the eliminated data 

are to be considered not relevant for the text analytics: that there is no 

additional information coming from retweets, as the user is not expressing his 

own opinion but re-stating the opinion of someone else. Therefore, when 

performing a topic modelling analysis, there is no new topic brought by the 

introduction of retweets as they only add noise by giving more importance to 

an existing topic. On the other hand, it eliminates a big amount of “repeated” 

data which slows down the elaboration process. 

3.2 Conventional Methods of Segmentation 

The creation of market segments is done taking into account multiple variables which 

describe characteristics of the costumer. Given the wide variety of information that can 

be used as a variable for market segmentation, there are different methods to segment 

the same customer or user base. 

Drawing from the article “Market segmentation” by Tynan and Drayton we introduce 

the 5 main types of segmentation: 

 Geographic base: Geographic base is the oldest way of segmenting 

customers, theorized by Lunn in 1978, and takes into account customers 

differences across space. This information can be more or less specific, ranging 

from nation and cities, to the declaration of the geographical exact coordinates.   

 

 Demographic base: The demographic base segmentation consists of dividing 

the market into groups, based on demographic variables such as age, sex, 

socio-economic group, family size, life cycle, income, occupation and 

education.) Demographic variables have been for long the most commonly used 

for distinguishing customers’ groups (Kotler, 1984). However, it has become 

clear that the same demographic group might not have the same needs, and 

many authors (ex. Stanton,1978; McCarthy, 1978) who have researched on this 
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have concluded that consumer choices and behaviors are poorly represented by 

demographic characteristics. 

Nevertheless, it holds true that some products might have a customer that 

strongly depends on one demographic characteristic, such as age when 

considering baby food, or sex when considering cosmetics or clothing. When 

using a traditional method of collecting data, retrieving demographic data is 

extremely easy for the reasons said before. When using an online database, 

things get complicated, as not every user might disclose such info. Moreover, 

these variables are extremely specific and objective and can be hardly inferred. 

 

 Psychological base. These variables consider personality, risks, reference 

groups and attitude. Much research has been done on whether these variables 

influence the buying behavior of consumers, but still no significant relation 

between the two has been found. The use of psychological factors is the result 

of the dissatisfaction of results coming from previously defined variables.  

 

 Psychographic base. Psychographics is a term coined by Demby in 1974, 

merging the two words “psychologic” and “demographic”, and it is considered 

as a blend of identity, personality and motivation. As Kassarjian (1971) explains, 

segments are created based on differences in interest, values, opinion, 

personality characteristics, attitudes and demographic variables, and are 

classified using techniques of factor analysis, cluster analysis and canonical 

correlation. Therefore, with this segmentation technique it is assumed that each 

customer values more products which fit into his lifestyle, which is shaped on 

three variables: “activites, interests and opinions” (AIO) described by Wells and 

Tigert in their research from 1971: 

- Activities: are the way that a person’s interests intersect with their time and 

spending choices. Therefore, activities are about how the consumer spend its 

time, adding to the definition of a person’s hobbies more elements such as work, 

entertainment, social events, holidays, etc.  

- Interests: are the information and life experiences that occupy a customer’s 

mind and the degree of attention dedicated to them. The concept of interest 
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refers to the ways that a person interacts with the world and it is shaped by the 

surrounding culture, socioeconomic status, the current economy, one’s 

upbringing, and one’s self-identity. Examples of interests can be fashion, family, 

media, food, etc. 

- Opinions: are the ways of thinking about a specific given topic, meaning the 

costumer’s belief regarding a person, a concept, a theory, or an object. Opinions 

are a way to reveal values, which are considered one of the most enduring 

forms of personal motivation that exists. Understanding opinions is therefore 

considered one of the most valuable areas of psychographic research.  

 Therefore, Table 3-1 contains a sum up of the psychographic segmentation 

dimensions (AIO and demographics) explained by Wells and Tigert in the results 

of their research. 

Table 3-1 - Psychographic segmentation by Wells and Tigert (1971) 

Activities Interests Opinions Demographics 

Work Family Themselves Age 

Hobbies Home Social Issues Education 

Social Events Job Politics Income 

Vacations Community Business Occupation 

Entertainment Recreation Economics Family Size 

Club Membership Fashion Education Geography 

Community Food Products Stage in life cycle 

 

 Behavioural base. In this method consumers are divided on the base of their 

behaviour toward a product, thus their use or response. Miller and Granzin 

(1979) state that the aim of behavioural segmentation is to determine 

customers’ segments based on six factos that play a role when the customer 

has the opportunity to purchase something: 

1. Benefits they seek in the desired product;  

2. Occasion or timing of usage;  

3. Usage rate, meaning how often they use the product; 
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4. Brand loyalty status; 

5. User status, meaning whether it is a first-time-user, regular user, etc; 

6. Buyer readiness stage, that explains how far is the user in the purchasing 

decision. 

3.2.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Conventional Segmentation 

Below, the advantages and disadvantages of the 5 conventional methods are explained 

by taking as baseline the analysis of Bhasin (2016), Segmentationstudyguide.com 

(2016), and Upfrontanalytics.com (2015). 

First of all, it must be noted that the explained approach to segmentation is 

conventionally performed through direct methods, such as interviews or surveys where 

the customer is directly and explicitly asked a precise question, which answer will 

provide the information the researcher is looking for. 

Therefore, retrieving information for a demographic segmentation seems to be an easy 

task as information can be asked by basic question. However, it is widely recognized 

that people having the same demographic characteristics cannot be assumed to have 

the same consumer’s behaviours. On the other hand, performing behavioural 

segmentation through conventional means could be as well an easy solution, as 

customers would expressly declare what they think about a specific product and if they 

are willing to buy it. However, this kind of segmentation is very product focused, 

requires the knowledge of the product, and doesn’t give any information about future 

trends or needs. Therefore, psychographic segmentation results to be the more 

comprehensive segmentation but it still has to deal with the disadvantages of 

conducting market research through conventional means.  

1. Traditional methods are costly for the company. Psychographic 

segmentation in particular requires qualitative research as well which, together 

with quantitative studies, makes companies invest time and money in designing 

the research and recruiting participants, especially if the market needs to be 

scrutinized almost on a daily-basis. Moreover, gathering consumer’s data 

depends widely on the sector in which the company operates in and in particular 

the accessibility it has to end-consumer data. Therefore, if the analysis cannot 

be done in-house, an external company must be paid to perform it. 
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2. Data quality is questionable. Conducting research through survey can lead 

to biased results given the presence of survey farms, where respondents are 

paid to express their opinions, or of fake data added to increase the validity of 

the results. In other cases, it is possible that participants are not paid but simply 

are not interested in the subject or answer questions with what they think the 

researcher is looking for. 

3. Information retrieved are limited to the questions asked. Even though 

qualitative research allows a free talk with the respondent, the situation is still 

a controlled environment where the researcher has an objective to pursue, 

declined in a set of questions. Therefore, some relevant information that shape 

the user behaviour could be left aside. 

 

3.3 Research Question definition: the integration of Big Social 

Data in Market Segmentation  

As it is evident from the previous sections, the literature about finding patterns and 

topics on social media through text mining is recent and limited. On the one hand, it 

focuses much on models that remain pure mathematical formulations as they do not 

propose any managerial implication. On the other hand, they propose managerial 

solutions that are however focused on specific business sectors, lacking a 

comprehensive methodology which could be applied to other sectors.  

Moreover, in the literature it can be seen that researchers stop the social data analysis 

and draw conclusions as soon as they find the most discussed topics or the most used 

words among the tweets or the biographies of online users. Thus, they don’t 

investigate further on aggregating the variable to understand which kind of users talk 

about a determined subject.  

Nevertheless, from the segmentation paragraph it was evident that decisions inside a 

company are taken putting together more than one information. Knowing the 

differences of specific behaviours among market segments, integrated with the 

demographic aspects, is much more important than having snapshots of the 

demographic or psychographic attributes on the form of a total percentage. 
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Therefore, this research has the aim of bridging this gap by finding an answer to the 

following question:  

How can Big Social Data from Twitter play a role in the managerial 

decision-making on adapting marketing strategies to consumers’ 

segments? 

In particular, the following sub-questions will be used to structure the research and in 

turn the results: 

1. What are the variables from a Twitter database that are able to provide relevant 

information for market analysis and segmentation? 

2. Is it possible to combine the results of the different variables into a single valid 

and functional information? 

3. What kind of insightful information do the integrated results provide about the 

market in object? 

 

4. Definition and Application of the Methodology of Twitter 

Text Mining 

First, after explaining the reasons behind the choice of the database and the tools 

used, this section will provide an explorative comparative analysis of the not filtered 

versus the filtered database. After this, the methodology used will be thoroughly 

explained so to provide a specific framework that can be applied again to other 

databases. 

4.1 The Choice of the Social Media Database 

As stated in the literature, social media analytics could ideally be performed on any 

kind of database containing social data, and therefore coming from many different 

social media sources, including those on which literature has focused the most, such 

as Facebook and Twitter. In order to give an answer to the research question of this 

thesis, the choice of the source of the database was extremely important as the 

variables contained in it needed to include as much data as possible to perform an 

integrated segmentation. Therefore, Twitter was chosen as the most valuable source 
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given the fact that it included an entire additional set of potential demographic and 

psychographic variables that could be drawn from the user’s biographies and the 

locations. 

Within Twitter, then, one single area of interest was chosen so that the entire set of 

information within the database would have had one point in common. Given that text 

mining needs a deep knowledge of the specific terms related to the subject chosen, 

the exploration was performed using a database from the world of “sunglasses”, given 

the recent working experience of the researcher in this field. Even though filtering 

Twitter by the word sunglasses might exclude the normal glasses, i.e. optical frames, 

a researcher must be aware that the same word could belong to different fields, 

especially when looking for terms in the world of Twitter, and thus for instance, the 

word “glasses” could capture tweets referring to glass as a material, or glass as a 

container for liquids.  

In addition to the world of sunglasses in general, the research included tweets referring 

to four specific sunglasses brands, namely “Persol”, “Ray-Ban”, “Oakley”, and “Oliver 

Peoples”. The choice of including brand names was made to give a practical connection 

to the marketing field and in turn to analyse the possibility to connect with brand 

management strategies, while the choice of these four was made based on the 

following factors: 

1. Same Corporate. All four brands are owned and distributed by the same 

corporate company: Luxottica. Therefore, we expect a similar approach to 

marketing for all four.  

2. Same business. All brands have the selling of optical and sun-glasses as a 

core business. Therefore, the online discourse will only refer to this industry. 

3. Unique names. All brands have names that cannot be confused with others. 

As mentioned before, it is important to capture only relevant opinions, and these 

brands do have a unique name, not used in any other field.  

4. Different target segments. These four brands are known in the producing 

company as having specific and different target segments, which might emerge 

when conducting our analysis. In brief, Oakley is the only one connected with 

the sports’ world; Persol is known for its heritage and quality; Ray Ban is for 
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cool people, but also for those who want rediscover the past, while Oliver 

Peoples is a high luxury brand for the classy, detail-oriented people. 

 

4.2 Softwares and Tools 

Below are presented the software used for pre-process, visualize and analyse the 

dataset.  

4.2.1 Data Collection: Twitter API Query 

Twitter API is the official Twitter tool to legally download tweets and user’s info. As 

explained previously, it functions by using queries, which are rules to filter the 

incredible number of tweets published on the platform every day. The Twitter API 

works on real time, which means that it is possible to collect data from the moment in 

which the query is run and not possible to collect data from previous days.  

In order to extract the tweets related to the world of sunglasses, three queries were 

submitted: 

1. Brand Hashtags: the first query was related to hashtags, therefore we collected 

all the tweets that contained one of these hastags: #oakley, #oliverpeoples, 

#rayban, #persol 

2. Brand Mentions: the second query was launched in order to collect all the tweets 

which referred to the official brand pages, meaning those which contained: 

@oliverpeoples, @persol, @ray_ban, @oakley 

3. Containing Hashtags or the words “sunglasses” or “sunglass”. This query was 

made in order to have an overview of the topics in the sunglasses world and 

collected all the tweets containing #sunglass, #sunglasses, or the words 

“sunglass” or “sunglasses”. 

4.2.2 Data Pre-Processing: Excel 

Excel is a widely-known software from Windows which allows the modification of data 

which are structured in a table form. Since the data resulting from the queries were 

structured in this way, Excel was the tool chosen to pre-process and thus filter the 

data.  
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4.2.3 Data Visualization: Tableau 

TABLEAU is a data visualization tool from Tableau software aimed at visually showing 

information, allowing for rapid insights by transforming data into interactive graphs 

and dashboards. Given the size of the raw file, Tableau was chosen as it allowed to 

have rapid visualization of the file variables. 

4.2.4 Text Analytics: SAS® Enterprise Miner 

SAS® Business Analytics Software is a “web-based interface for data access, 

transformation and reporting” (sas.com, 2017). It contains an extension, SAS® 

Enterprise miner, which offers specific nodes, or single parts of the analysis, suitable 

for text mining.  As explained in the conceptual framework, SAS® Enterprise Miner is 

presented among the best text analytics tools which don’t require programming skills. 

Therefore, the analysis was conducted using the Parsing, Filtering and Text Topic 

nodes under the Text Mining section.  

 

4.3 Results from Data Cleaning 

The initial raw database contained data collected for a period of 4 weeks in the month 

of July 2017 and, after the aggregation of the 3 executed queries, it resulted in a raw 

database containing 272.453 records. As a first step, the database was cleaned from 

not relevant data that could add noise to the analysis and lower the software 

calculation time. In the following section, after an explanation of the pre-process, the 

main results of the filtering will be compared to the initial raw database. 

4.3.1 Pre-process: data cleaning and filtering 

This step was performed using Excel so to reduce the size of the file to import in SAS® 

and therefore reduce calculation time. 

First of all, the inhomogeneity in number of tweets belonging to single queries was 

addressed. No filtering was applied based on queries, as the data relative to sunglasses 

provide a wide and valid database to capture all the relevant words about sunglasses, 

while the data relative to the brands give the opportunity to detect significant topics 

specifically related to them. 
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1. Elimination of re-tweets. This choice follows what has been said in the 

literature review, given that retweets do not add any new topic and make the 

database sensible to viral events. In the Twitter database, retweets are 

indicated by a “t” in the column “retweeted”, therefore documents marked with 

a “t” were excluded from the analysis. 

2. Elimination of non-English and undefined language tweets. This choice 

has been made since the text analytics tool works better when the input words 

are all from the same language, especially if they are from English. In order to 

detect the English tweets, it was used the value under the column “TweetLang” 

where Twitter detects automatically the language of the tweets and categorizes 

them under the 46 groups seen in the file.  

Lastly, URLS were analysed. URLs are link to external websites such as Ebay, Pinterest, 

and their presence could indicate that the user is only spamming to sell products. 

However, when a user posts a tweet with an image, this will be shown in the datafile 

as a url next to the text. Therefore, no tweet was excluded from the analysis because 

of the presence of an URL in order not to lose relevant tweets.  

After the filtering step, the excel file was containing 121.580 tweets, around 45% of 

the initial records. 

4.3.2 Exploration of Filtered database 

From Figure 4-1, it can be seen that the query about “sunglasses” contained the 

majority of tweets in the analysis, while the query about the brands represented 

around the 10% of the total records. This is reasonably the result of the comparison 

of a more generic Twitter query with a very specific one, and thus the presence of 

more people who talk about sunglasses than people who talk about Persol or RayBan. 

In Table 4-2, it is shown that the filtering process has lowered the frequency for all 

the queries and especially for the brand mention query (@) which was lowered by 

80%.  
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Figure 4-1 - Frequency of tweets per query (Not Filtered Database) 

 

 

Figure 4-2 - Frequency of tweets per query (Filtered Database) 
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Exploring further the database, Figure 4-3 shows the proportion of tweets versus 

retweets. The pie chart shows that in the original database the proportion was even, 

as number of tweets was less than retweets by around 2000 units on a total of 

around 170.000 tweets. Since with the filtering all the retweets were eliminated, the 

pie chart was 100% tweets in the filtered file. 

Moreover, looking at the variable language analysed in Figure 4-4, it can be seen that 

there are 45 languages used plus the “und”, undefined, language, which refers to 

tweets not using words from a defined language. The pie chart shows that in the 

database 90% of the tweets were in English, while the second language, Japanese, 

made only the 2% of the total. Indeed, after the filtering step all the tweets’ languages 

were excluded apart from English, which then made 100% of the total.  

Proceeding with the exploration, in Figure 4-5 can be seen that the most used hashtags 

in the original file were referring to deals, lotteries, auctions, and fashion. After the 

filtering step (Figure 4-6), it can be noted that tweets with no hashtags have 

diminished proportionally (around 44%), while the most used hashtags have remained 

the same, meaning that deals and giveaways are contained in “new” tweets and not 

in retweets. 

Lastly, the graphs show the most five used mentions. Comparing Figure 4-7 to Figure 

4-8, it can be seen that mentions are used mainly in retweets, thus their importance 

in the database lowers significantly when retweets are excluded. 
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Figure 4-3 - Tweet/Retweet Distribution (Not Filtered database) 

 

 

Figure 4-4 - Languages Distribution (Not Filtered database) 
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Figure 4-5 - Most Used Hashtags (Not Filtered database) 

 

Figure 4-6 - Most Used Hashtags (Filtered database) 

 

Figure 4-7 - Top 5 Mentions (Filtered Database) 

 

Figure 4-8 - Top 5 Mentions (Not Filtered Database)  
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4.4 Text Mining 

The output of the text filtering was then transformed in a SAS® file to be analysed 

with SAS® Enterprise Miner, in particular using the Text Analytics tools both for the 

tweet clusters and for the biographies clusters. 

4.4.1 Text Cluster on Tweets 

Firstly, the newly created SAS® file was imported into the Miner tool through the 

import node and connected to the mining nodes: Text Parsing, Text Filter, Text Topic 

and Text Cluster. The structure of the text mining is applicable not only to tweets but 

to any text mining. It is visible through the SAS® diagrams and is presented in Figure 

4-9. 

 

Figure 4-9 – Structure of Text Mining  

 

I. Tweet’s Text Parsing 

The Text Parsing node was used connected directly to the input document. In this 

step, text strings are divided into single words, each of them is assigned a role - 

whether it is a noun, and adjective, a proposition, etc. - and syntactic relations among 

words are found. Before running the analysis on the tweet’s content, the software 

allows to set the part of the speech which will be ignored and which will be researched. 

This step is extremely important to decide the settings of the parsing: on the one hand, 

it has to be decided whether to ignore irrelevant words, which do not add content and 

instead create noise; on the other hand, it must be decided whether to include entities, 

meaning words for which SAS® recognizes a specific kind of information such as 

Address, Company, Location, Percent, Measure, Date, Internet and which can be 

formed by of one or more than one word.  

Therefore, in this step: 
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 Entities were considered: multiple words concepts can represent complex 

concepts as well as composite brand names; 

 English stop-words were excluded: auxiliaries, conjunctions, interjections, 

particles, prepositions and pronouns do not add meaning to the sentence, while 

they increase the noise in the analysis.  

The output of the text parsing was the so called “Term table”, which first 10 terms can 

be found as an extract in Appendix 1. The table shows the new variables that the 

parsing node has created and assigned to each single term. The analysis performed 

by the nodes that follow parsing is connected to these new variables assigned, 

therefore below it is provided their detailed description: 

 Role: the tool assigns to each word a specific role based on its use in the sentence. 

This was the main expected result from a parsing process as words were 

categorized into parts of speech such as names, proper names, verbs, adjectives, 

adverbs, etc, as shown in the Role by Frequency graph (Figure 4-10). From the 

graph, it can be seen that the most populated category is nouns, with more than 

400 thousand records, followed by proper nouns, and by almost 200 thousand 

verbs. In this case, it must be noted that the most frequent word, “sunglass”, is 

contained in the category of nouns. 

 

Figure 4-10 - Tweet's parsing - Role by Frequency graph 
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 Attribute: here each word is assigned to one of three categories depending on 

its semantical function. “Abbreviations” are all the cut words recognized as ways 

to abbreviate a term; “Mixed” terms are those which contain characters other than 

letters, such as letters and numbers, or letters and punctuation. “Entities” are 

recognized here as a group of words that explain a specific concept, such as 

“female glasses”, while “Alpha” words are all the other words which do not fall in 

the previous categories. The Attribute by Frequency graph (Figure 4-11) shows 

that “Alpha” words have the highest frequency with more than 1 million records, 

while “Entities” represent a small percentage of the total with only 150 thousand 

records. 

 

 

Figure 4-11 - Tweet's parsing - Attribute by Frequency graph 

 

 # Documents: in this case words are counted based on the number of documents 

in which they appear. Figure 4-12 gives a visualization of words based on the 

number of documents in which they appear by ranking them. Both axes were 

transformed to a logarithmic scale so to reduce the distance effect of the outliers 

among most and least frequent words, and better visualize the word’s distribution. 

The first square on the top left of the graph represents the word “sunglass” which 

is ranked first as it appears in more than 80,000 documents. After these, it follows 

a group of few distanced squares which represent words repeated in more than 
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5000 tweets and, in the bottom-right of the graph, few words appear which were 

said in less than 50 documents. 

 

Figure 4-12 – Tweet’s parsing – ZIPF plot 

 

 Frequency: differently from the previous variable, this variable explains the 

frequency of each word in the totality of documents and the calculation is therefore 

affected by words which are repeated more than once in the same document. 

Below, Figure 4-13 shows the frequency of the words in relation to the documents 

in which they appear. The distribution of the points highlights that frequency of 

the terms and number of documents have a positive relation, with a slope around 

1. This means that on average, and almost for every case, words are repeated 

only once in each tweet. In order to visualize variations, both x and y axes were 

transformed to a logarithmic scale which reduced the distance between the first 

ranked word and the rest of terms. Indeed, “sunglass” was positioned far right on 

x-axis, as it was repeated in 80 thousand documents. The logarithmic 

transformation makes visible vertical variations as well, and in the graph it can be 

seen that few words stood out from the 45° line, meaning they were repeated 

once or more in each tweet. To mention the two most frequent ones, the pronoun 

“I” and the term “giveaway” were present in around 4000 documents, but had a 

frequency of around 6000, meaning they were repeated almost two times per 

tweet.  
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Figure 4-13 – Twitter’s parsing – Number of Documents by Frequency plot 

 

 Keep: this column shows the status of the terms which have been marked as 

significant and therefore to be kept (Y) and those which instead are going to be 

dropped (N) for the rest of the analysis. For example, the words “be” and “new” 

were automatically excluded in the following step, while “wear” and “fashion” were 

considered. In addition, it must be said that in the keep/drop function excluding 

one term from the analysis is not connected with excluding the tweet containing 

the term. 

 

 Parent/child: This relation status is assigned to two words either because one is  

stemming from the other, such as in the case of plurals or modification of the same 

word (example: “advise” parent of “advising”), or because words are recognized as 

synonyms. In both cases the tool will treat the children terms as having the same 

meaning of the parent terms and in the following nodes will aggregate all the 

children terms in the parent term. For instance, in this database the word 

“sunglasses” was be considered as “child” of the “parent” word “sunglass”.  

Following this analysis, a deeper look to the terms was needed to understand if there 

was a rule that could help to exclude not necessary words. In order to get a clear view 

of the words which appear more than once in each document, from point 3, the “Terms 

Table” has been analysed pasting it into an excel sheet (Table 4-1).  

i 
giveaway 

sunglasses 
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Table 4-1 - Term’s table output exported to Excel (first 10 rows) 

 

At first, a new column was inserted in the place of column E containing the resulting 

values of Frequency divided by Numdocs. The maximum value was 2, showing that 

words were repeated maximum twice per document. 

After this, a new column was created to rank again the words based the following 

formula:  

𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑘 = (
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑑𝑜𝑐𝑠
) 10 × 𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞  

The first multiplication factor was squared to 10, which allowed to give more weight 

to how many times the words are repeated in the documents, but to include as well 

the frequency of the words. The result, visible again in Table 4-2, was a ranking of the 

most repeated words among the most frequent ones. 

It appeared that “le”, “gt”, and “giveaway” were the top 3 words. Another word which 

stood out is “miu”, which is part of the name of the brand “Miu Miu”. Obviously, this 

word has a frequency that is the double of the number of documents in which it 

appears, as it is always written twice. Some of these terms, such as “i”, have already 

been automatically excluded from the list of relevant words, however this table results 

to be extremely useful in the filtering node for the manual elimination and correction 

of terms. 
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Table 4-2 - Tweet’s parsing – Excel table of parsed words ranked by repeated times 

 

 

II. Tweet’s Text Filtering 

The text filtering node cuts off from the analysis the terms which are considered not 

relevant based on the rules specified in the parsing node.  

In this case a new graph is visualized, the Number of Documents by Weight (Figure 4-

14). This is the result of the assignment of a value to the terms, which ranks them by 

importance in the context. There exist different types of weighting, such as Entropy or 

Inversed Frequency, which are explained in the glossary and can be selected in the 

property window of the filtering node. As learned from the literature, it is fundamental 

to apply the weighting method that provides the best results and in this case, the 

chosen method has been Entropy weighting, as it allows to appreciate visually a 

distribution of the words in the vertical space as well. 

Given the Entropy method of weight used, it is possible to see some dots of words 

which stand out from the main line. These represented as well the words which need 

to be properly checked in order to understand if they need to be excluded. Moreover, 

the line on the bottom of the graph represents the words which have been dropped 

from the analysis and to which it has been assigned weight 0. 
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Figure 4-14 – Tweet’s Filtering - Number of Documents by Weight 

In addition, through the interactive text filter, it was possible to adjust and add new 

synonyms, drop terms, and check words relation. Figure 4-3 shows the Term Table 

available in the Interactive Filter mode. This table is where it is possible to see the 

relations of parent/children (synonyms) already created by the software and, in case, 

to modify them, and for example in Table 4-4, are shown all the synonyms created for 

the word “woman”. Some of them, such as the plural form and misspelled words, are 

easily recognized by the tool. Some others, such as the terms “ladies” and “female”, 

or the entities “lady woman” and “ladies woman”, have been manually added.  

Table 4-3 – Tweet’s Filtering - Term Table in the Interactive Text Filter 

 

Table 4-4 – Tweet’s Filtering - Synonyms of “woman” 

 

After having adjusted the term “woman”, also “man” synonyms, such as “male”, were 

created.  
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Since the database has as central topic the term “sunglass” it was deemed important 

to explore the Concept Links of the term. From this analysis, it became relevant to 

create synonyms for composite brand names such as “Ray Ban”, including “ban”, 

“rayban”, “ray-ban”, and “Tom Ford”, and for others entities such as “polarised lens” 

synonyms of “polarized sunglasses”.  In Figure 4-15 below, the corrected concept links 

are visible; if not corrected for instance “Tom” and “Ford” would have been displayed 

as two separate words. 

At last, from the text filter it was possible to eliminate other not meaningful terms: for 

instance, “amp” was dropped since it refers to internet links, “pair” was dropped since 

sunglasses are always in pairs, “rt” and “rtifyouwant” were dropped as refers to 

retweeting and it didn’t add new concepts to the analysis.  

 

Figure 4-15 – Tweet’s Filtering - Concept links of the word “sunglass” 

 

III. Tweet’s Text Topic 

At this point, the text topic node was added to capture the main areas of interest of 

the Twitter Users: the text topic works by associating terms based on their linkages to 

convey a main theme or idea. Here, it is possible to change the settings which will 

define the topics or to run the node with the default settings. 
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The first time the analysis was run with the default settings so to check the topics and 

to see if any other term was influencing the topics’ clarity, and thus needed to be 

excluded. In the Appendix 2 are shown the resulting set-by-default 25 topics. Some of 

them showed that people or shops sell or promote sunglasses at specific prices or with 

a discount. However, the exact price or percentage didn’t add new information to the 

already present topic “promotion”. Therefore, the entities which could create noise in 

the topics were excluded from the set of terms; these included “price”, “percentage”, 

“date” and “internet” entities, such as URLs. Furthermore, in other topics appeared 

mixed attributes, words which contain a mix of letters and number, and from the 

previous results of the parsing node (Figure 4-11), it appeared that mixed attributes 

constituted only a low percentage of the total terms. Therefore, they were excluded 

as well. After this cleaning step, the number of topics was increased to 40 and the 

analysis was run again. The resulting 40 topics ordered by Number of Docs are visible 

in Appendix 3.  

Inside the Text Topic it is possible to use a interactive tool, which is not available for 

any other “subject-finder”. Indeed, through the Topic Viewer, it was possible to verify 

which tweets refer to which topics, and thus to have a more complete view of the 

Topics’ meanings, and also to understand whether some topics had hashtags in 

common that could be used to exclude them from the analysis.  

The research of relevant hashtags was performed for the tweets containing references 

to giveaways and deals. 

The example below (Table 4-5) is the visualization of SAS of the Term’s table of the 

Viewer a topic which contained the words “giveaways”, “enter”, “chance”, “win”. In 

the first column, it is possible to see each term’s weight, which gives a value to the 

importance it has in defining the topic and its meaning. In this case, “giveaway” is the 

most important term with a value of 0.513.  

As already explained, giveaways are user’s initiatives in which people are able to win 

a specified object if they perform a set of action, but they can take different forms 

depending on the actions. 
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Table 4-5 – Tweet’s Filtering - Topic Term’s Table in the Topic Viewer 

Looking at the second table (Table 4-6) shown in the Topic Viewer, it is possible to 

understand which are the tweets connected to this topic. The twitter shown are 

sentences, which repeat exactly the same in different tweets, as the Tweet ID column 

shows a different value for each tweet.  

 

Table 4-6 – Tweet’s Filtering - Documents Table in the Topic Viewer referring to “giveaways” 

In addition, scrolling the table to the right, it was possible to check also the other 

variables associated to these tweets, including the hashtags. As expected, Table 4-4 

below shows that were present few hashtags that common to the tweets included in 

this topic, such “#giveaway” or “#win”. 

 

Table 4-7 - Tweet’s Filtering - Documents Table in the Topic Viewer – hashtags referring to “giveaways” 

After having found these common hashtags, the Topic Viewer was used on other topics 

which were expected to refer to online sales and to contain a number of repeated 
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sentences of sponsored sunglasses. The aim was to find the specific hashtags they 

could have in common.  

For example, in Table 4-17 below, it is shown as topics related to “deals” had hashtags 

in common, such as the word “deal” itself. 

 

Table 4-8 – Tweet’s Filtering - Documents Table in the Topic Viewer when hashtags referring to “deals” 

At this point it was necessary to make a statement to proceed with the analysis. The 

content of the tweets concerning these particular online initiatives are not relevant for 

the analysis as the participants are not expressing interest toward a specific model, 

but they express the willingness to receive something free. Therefore, these tweets do 

not add any relevant information about the content of the online discourse, and they 

even distort the topics as they put the focus on specific sunglass models which 

otherwise would have been irrelevant. 

Therefore, the tweets containing “#giveaway” or “#win” or “#deal” with upper and 

lower cases were excluded through the filtering node. On the contrary, tweets 

containing references to Ray Ban sale at discounted prices were not excluded as 

recognizing fraudulent activities is expected to be a very important takeaway of the 

entire analysis. 

Lastly, in the topic node it is important to set a threshold that can help in finding a 

reasonable number of topics. In this case, the initial database was containing a big 

number of data, from which it is possible to many information, and which would lead 

to set a great number of topics; however, given that it is not is the purpose of the 

analysis to capture very niche topics, a minimum 1000 documents per topic was set 

as reasonable topic size to capture the main areas of interest.  
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As explained before, a trial-and-error process was adopted and the topic node was 

rerun trying different number of total topics to reach satisfy this condition. 

The total number of topics found, which contain minimum 1000 documents each, was 

58. In Table 4-9, an extract of the resulting topics is presented: some of them were 

meaningful, others contained references to contests, promotions, online selling, and 

others were created by similar terms, thus repeating the same content.  

Table 4-9 – Extract of Tweet’s Text Topic 

Topic 

ID 

Title Topic Number of 

Terms 

38 Always sunglasses  indoor 

ights 

+wear,+night,indoors,+always,+shade 10 

56 Left glasses in the car +leave,+break,+car,+last,+lens 49 

18 Polarised for fun in 

summer 

+polarised 

lens,summer,+throw,fun,summer fun 

30 

35 Wayfarer retro +black,+vintage,+retro,+lens,+ray ban 

wayfarer 

30 

55 Youtube videos +video,+youtube,+youtube 

video,+night,+year 

29 

13 Cateye model +eye,+cat,+protect,+cat,+spoil 11 

In this case, since the topics found were too vast, the analysis followed with a text 

cluster node to summarize the contents of the Topics. 

 

IV. Tweet’s Text Cluster 

The text cluster node was implemented in order to have more concentrated subjects. 

In this case, as well, it is possible to modify the default settings through the Property 

Box, Figure 4-16. The optimal results were reached with SVD Resolution set as low, 

and Maximum SVD Dimensions halved at 50. Moreover, the Cluster Algorithm is set as 

Hierarchical, meaning that topics are grouped together based on a three hierarchy. 

Moreover, the number of clusters desired was set as maximum 50 with 10 words 

describing each.  
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Figure 4-16 – Property Box for Text Cluster 

Below, Figure 4-17 shows the process of creation of cluster through the hierarchical 

procedure. The extremes dots stemming from the central line are the resulting 18 

clusters, described by the most significant word for each. The explanation of the 

clusters and the labels assigned are presented in Chapter 5. 

 

Figure 4-17 – Cluster Hierarchy for Tweet’s Text Clusters 
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4.4.2 Text Cluster on Biographies  

The Text Mining for user’s biographies was conducted going through the same nodes 

of the tweet’s clustering analysis, namely Text Parsing, Text Filtering, Text Topic and 

Text Cluster. 

The input file for the user’s biography analysis was different from the tweet’s cluster 

input file, as it was created from a modified version of the tweet’s cluster input file 

which contained no retweets. 

The creation of the modified input file started with the elimination of duplicates in the 

column “userID”, in order to have only one record per each user biography. Indeed, 

one biography is connected to one single user, each user has the same relevance and 

thus needs to have the same weight inside the analysis. In the original file, the 

biographies and userID are repeated a number of times equal to how many tweets the 

user has published. Therefore, this leads to a giving more importance to the 

biographies of users who tweet the most.  

Therefore, after the filtering step we obtained a file with 74.560 records of single users’ 

biographies. 

After this the excel file was transformed into SAS® and the newly created SAS® file 

was imported into the Miner tool through the import node. The procedure for the topic 

modelling analysis was performed with the same method of the tweets’ analysis, using 

the intermediary text mining nodes Text Parsing and Text Filter. 

I. Biographies Text Parsing 

The text parsing node was run to assign roles to the terms, as it was done for the 

tweet’s terms. As it is shown in Figure 4-18, in this case only one among the terms 

most present in the documents was emerging from the main line, meaning that it 

was repeated more than once in the biography. This term is “I” referring to the first 

singular person pronoun. Moreover, in line with the literature, the first most frequent 

term was “love”, and the second one was “life”, both present in more than 2000 

documents. 
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Figure 4-18 – Biographies’ Parsing – Number of Documents by Frequency 

To conclude the parsing analysis, it was noted that most of the words were Alpha 

attributes, while only few were entities (Figure 4-19). 

 

Figure 4-19 – Biographies’ Parsing – Attribute by Frequency 

 

II. Biographies Text Filter 

In the text filter step, the table of synonyms created for the tweets’ clusters were 

imported and used in this analysis as well. Moreover, some of the most relevant topics 

were searched to adjust their appearance in the topics and clusters. 
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Given that the biographies should represent an overview of the person identity, the 

following topics, which are taken from the variables for psychographic segmentation 

explained in the literature review, were thoroughly investigated to understand 

connections and correct synonyms: 

1. Sex: synonyms for man, woman, girl, etc. 

2. Age: year synonyms such as yr. and yrs. 

3. Family: after having created synonyms for titles such as “father” and “dad”, 

“mother” and “mom”, it was noted that many of them were bounded with the 

adjective proud (proud mother, proud mom or mum or mommy), which were 

also adjusted as synonyms. 

4. Travel & Vacations: synonyms for travel. 

5. Work: synonyms for hard, job, etc. 

6. Fashion: synonyms for fashion. 

7. Social Networks: these are frequently mentioned with their abbreviated name 

instead of full name, for example “ig” for Instagram and “sc” for Snapchat, 

which were created as synonyms of complete names. 

And a research about the main topic in object was performed looking at eyewear and 

sunglasses. 

8. Eyewear: synonyms for lenses, contact lenses, eyes, vision, optician. 

From the research on age, it was noted that manly youths disclose their age in their 

biography.  

III. Biographies Text Topic 

At first, the text topic analysis was run keeping the numbers. However, it was expected 

that numbers can be used for different reasons, thus using these in the topic definition 

would have caused noise in the meaning. Indeed, below it is shown an extract of the 

resulting table (Table 4-10), where numbers do not clarify the topic meaning, but 

instead make it unclear. 
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Table 4-10 – Biographies Text Topic output wit Plumbers 

# Topic 

ID 

Document 

Cutoff 

Term 

Cutoff 

Topic Number of 

Terms 

# 

Docs 

2 22 0.043 0.013 2,1,+mom,+wife,3 184 5821 

6 29 0.039 0.013 +de,1,+en,+want,2 178 3331 

25 9 0.041 0.012 +21,+17,+year,+old,+university 21 967 

27 16 0.039 0.012 +20,+year,+student,+old,+sna

p 

34 899 

28 5 0.042 0.012 +sc,ig,+insta,+21,1 11 814 

 

After this step, the synonyms created in the previously conducted tweet’s analysis were 

imported and included in the table, together with the synonyms created in the 

interactive filter viewer. Thus, the topic node was rerun optimizing the number of 

topics so that minimum 1000 but, as expected, some of the topics belonged to the 

same area of interest, some did not lead to a meaningful subject in defining which 

kind of person was the user, and needed to be better defined by running a text cluster 

analysis. 

IV. Biographies Text Cluster 

Therefore, the following step is to group the text topics into text clusters. A Low SVD 

resolution was set to minimize the number of clusters with a maximum SVD 

Dimensions of 50. Moreover, a hierarchical cluster algorithm was chosen as some 

user’s characteristics could be subordinate to others. This led to very clear results for 

a total of 27 clusters, which structure is shown in Figure 4-20 below. 
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Figure 4-20 – Biographies telking tweets - Biographies Clusters Hierarchy 

 
 

4.4.3 Text Topic on Locations 

 

The text mining was performed for the variable location as well as it contained text 

strings. To analyse this variable, it was used the file created for the biographies, with 

no duplicates, and thus one single record per each user. 

In this case, the variable taken into account was “User Location”, where Twitter users 

are free to choose whether to indicate they real position or other words, such as “Living 

in my dreams”.  

I. Location Parsing and Filtering 

When dealing with locations, few rules were fundamental to get faster and cleaner 

results in the parsing setup: 

1. Entities. In the settings, the detection of entities was activated, as this function 

allowed to recognize locations which are made of multiple words, such as “San 

Francisco” or “United States of America”.  

2. Ignore everything, but Location. Concerning entities in particular, it was 

necessary to exclude all kind of entities, but the ones categorized as “Location”. 

Location entities are automatically recognized by SAS, and after a check of the 

first results, it was clear that the program was able to correctly recognize them. 
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The exclusion of non-location words allowed to exclude terms such as “united”, 

categorized as an adjective, which, as it can be seen from the results of the 

“concept linking” tool (Figure 4-21), could refer to United States, United 

Kingdom or United Arab States.  

 

Figure 4-21 – Biographies Clusters - Concept Linking for the word « united » 

3. Synonyms. Moreover, the software was trained through the interactive filter 

tool in order to assign synonyms. For instance, synonyms that were added were 

related to abbreviations of countries, states or cities, such as “United Kingdom”, 

also said “uk” or “United States of America”, also said “usa”, or “California” also 

mentioned as “cl”. 

After the Parsing and Filtering step, the analysis proceeded with the Text Topic and 

the Text Cluster.  

II. Location Topic 

Location Topics were optimally set to 50, given the number of regions or states that 

people can come from. Indeed, this led to very detailed results, capturing very small 

segments as well, which included 200 people. Therefore, the Tweets Cluster was run 

with the aim of reducing the number of subjects.  

III. Location Cluster 

After a trial-and-error process to increase the significance of the clusters, the settings 

for the Text Cluster for Location were optimized as follows. The SVD dimensions were 

kept as default (Low Resolution and 100) and the number of clusters was set as 
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maximum 100. The algorithm was set as Expectation-Maximization as using a 

Hierarchical led to aggregation of words which didn’t belong to the same “regional” 

group. Moreover, the descriptive terms were kept low at 7, so to include only the most 

used words. In addition, in the results a big cluster was containing more than 50% of 

records (Figure 4-22), and it was not conveying any information as it contained the 

following words: “planet earth”, “southern California” “Norway” “Bangladesh” 

“Venezuela”.  

 

Figure 4-22 – Frequency of Location Clusters by % on Total Number of Docs 

 

In conclusion, in this case the results of the Text Cluster were discarded, and the 

results of the Text Topic were taken into account and manually analysed through Excel 

by looking at the content of each topic. The analysis and the consequent use of these 

topic is addressed in Chapter 5. 
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5. Users’ Segmentation using Psychographic and Demographic 

Attributes from the Twitter Text Mining  

In the previous chapter, three separate files were resulting from the analysis. 

1- Text Cluster analysis on tweets. This file was containing 18 subjects explaining 

the main themes Twitter users’ talk about when referring to sunglasses. In this case 

the key-row variable was “tweetID” as each single tweet has one value that 

established a bijective relation with each of the 18 topics. 

2- Text Cluster analysis on user’s biographies. This file was containing 27 

clusters describing the mainly psychographic user’s attributes, coming directly from 

the self-written Twitter biography. In this case the key variable was “userID” as 

each user, with a specific biography, is assigned to single cluster. 

3- Text Topic analysis on locations. This file was containing 50 topics defining 

specific locations stated on Twitter by the user. In this case the key variable was 

“userID” as each user was specifying one location. 

After a description of the main themes conveyed by the clusters or topics analysis for 

each of the three variables, this section will present the aggregation of the three files 

and how a final comprehensive graph can summarize them and convey meaningful 

insights.  

5.1 Tweet’s themes 

The first step regarding the tweets theme analysis was to assign names to the 18 

groups so to have clear organized results. In Table 5-1 is shown an extract of the final 

file that can be found in Appendix 3. Each of the 18 groups was labelled based on the 

theme conveyed by the most relevant terms for the group. From the pie chart in Figure 

5-1, it is visualized the distribution of records among cluster. At a first look, it is evident 

that cluster 28 is the biggest group containing 25% of the records, as it refers to the 

general use of sunglasses, while the second cluster 30, “Wearing glasses indoors” 

accounts for the 10% of the total. Moving on to the third scatter plot, Figure 5-2 shows 

that clusters positioned on the far left side of the graph (X-axis), namely “Summer 

Shades”, “Sunglass Time”, “Wearing glasses indoors” and “Lost Sunglasses” are those 

which describe the daily life with sunglasses. On the other side of the graph, instead, 
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we find the topics which refer to online auctions and sales, with the two themes named 

“Auctions” and “Enter to win”.  

Table 5-1 – Tweet’s labeled themes 

ClusterID LABEL Descriptive Terms 

9 OAKLEY TEAM +oakley  oakley  gear  tactical  +teamsky  +zone  +'tactical gear 

zone'  michalkwiatek  hiking  added 

10 EYE 

PRESCRIPTIO

N 

eyes  prescription  +free  'prescription sunglasses'  +eye  buy  

glasses  +child  +shipping  'prescription glasses' 

20 VINTAGE 

AVIATOR 

vintage  +vintage  +sale  +aviator  +cat  women  eye  eyeglasses  

+fashion  eyewear 

 

 

Figure 5-1 – Tweet’s clusters frequencies 
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Figure 5-2 – Distance between tweet’s clusters 

 

5.2 User’s identities 

Also in this case the first step was to assign labels to the resulting 27 themes from the 

output table, which can be found in Appendix 4. From Figure 5-3 it can be seen that 

topic 32, referring to “Good Life” captures around 20% of the total records, while the 

other groups are evenly distributed.  

Moreover, from Figure 5-4 it is possible to see the dispersion of the clusters in the 

Cartesian space, which shows that some of the clusters are concentrated on similar 

coordinates while there is one outlier, the yellow square on the right of the graph 

below, which was referring to Spanish words. On the opposite side of the graph, 

instead it appears a green square which contain bad words (swears and vulgarities). 

Therefore, the topics which conveyed same themes were grouped together: in 

particular, were present three groups referred to Social Media, two groups referring to 

Family Fathers, two groups referring to Writers and Actors, and two groups referring 

to Online Sales (shown in Figure 5-4 with a red circle). Therefore, 22 final topics were 

used for the analysis of comparison with the tweets. 
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Figure 5-3 Biographies clusters frequencies 

 
Figure 5-4 – Biographies Clusters coordinates 

 
 

5.3 Location clusters 

In the Excel file each one of the 50 topic was read and assigned a Parent_Label, 

containing the general description, for example Conunties “USA” or “UK”, and a 

Sub_Label, containing detailed areas for example the States “GEORGIA” AND “NORTH 

CAROLINA” as it is shown in the extract of Appendix 6 contained in Table 5-2. This 

labelling process allowed to decide the grade of specificity to use in the final 

comparison analysis. 
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Table 5-2 - Extract of Excel file for Location Topic Labelling 

ID Parent_Label Sub_Label Topic 

1 USA USA STATES +united states of 

america,indiana,pennsylvania,colorado,illinois 

2 USA NEW YORK CITY +new york,buffalo,manhattan,queens,rochester 

3 MIX CAPITALS london,england,+united kingdom,toronto,new york city 

 

The output of the Location Topic Analysis was a file containing the key variable 

“UserID” and a variable containing a number from 1 to 50 indicating the assigned 

Location Topic. In Table 5-3, the pie chart created on Excel shows the resulting macro 

groups and the relative weight on the total. Indeed, USA accounts for more than 75% 

of total, followed by UK and Canada. As expected, given that the language used was 

English, most of the people come from English-speaking countries, and given the size 

of the country most of them are from USA. Moreover, the label Asia included countries 

such as India and Hong Kong, countries where English is very common. A surprising 

result is that France constitutes a minority while no other European country is present. 

Lastly, the Mix label included those topics for which it was impossible to identify a 

single country.  

Table 5-3 – Location Parent_label frequencies 

 

 

USA

UK

CANADA

MIX
ASIA AUSTRALIA SOUTH AFRICA FRANCE
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5.4 Comparative results 

The result of merging the three files was an inclusive database, which contained all 

the initial variables, plus one variable called “Tweet_theme”, one “User_identity” and 

one “User_location”. The comprehensive analysis of the results has been made using 

two Tables. On the one hand, Table 5-4 shows the relation between Twitter users’ 

main areas of interest and the description of their identity, on the other hand, Table 

5-6 compares the user’s identity themes with their location. In the following sections 

these two tables will be explained by providing the main insights as an example of how 

Twitter can improve the market knowledge and the market segmentation. 

5.4.1 Segments: Team Oakley 

Looking at Table 5-4, the first theme “TEAM OAKLEY” refers to the tweets regarding 

the cycling team “SKY” which is sponsored by Oakley. Comparing the size of the users’ 

groups in this theme with the others, it appears that sporty people and enthusiastic 

who describe themselves as having “good vibes” are those who are very interested 

into this topic and express many opinions about it. Indeed positive people connect with 

sports and sporty people as they have energy and want to enjoy their life at most, and 

therefore identify themselves in the sporty attitude communicated by the brand 

Oakley. In addition, moving further to Table 5-5, the data show that this group is 

evenly distributed across regions, with a slightly higher percentage of people from 

England.  

5.4.2 Trends: Vintage Aviator  

The third theme on Table 5-4 refers to vintage aviator sunglasses. It is clear that there 

are two users’ groups talking much about this topic. On the one hand, there are the 

“ONLINE SALES” group which is referring to vintage aviators as the object of an online 

promotion. On the other hand, there are “FAMILY FATHERS”, which are interested in 

vintage aviator to buy the product or just to declare their interest in the model. When 

looking at Table 5-5, the first group is included in the theme “ONLINE SALES”, which 

interestingly has the highest percentage of Indian users of all themes together with a 

very high percentage of people disclosing only their USA country, instead of a precise 

location in the USA. For what concerns the second group, family fathers are present 

evenly in all countries, something that proves the validity of the location data results.  
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Another insight to spot emerging trends is given by the group of “FASHION 

BLOGGERS”. Looking at Table 5-5, it can be seen that fashion bloggers talk much 

about the theme “VINTAGE AVIATOR” but also about “BIG GREEN RAYBAN”. 

Therefore, following bloggers’ online discourse is both confirming the aviator trend and 

conveying the message that big and green glasses, and Ray Ban glasses, might be 

another trend for the summer. 

5.4.3 Unauthorized selling: Auctions 

Table 5-4 shows also that the bar representing tweets about “AUCTIONS” shows 

contains mainly two user’s groups who prefer this topic. The two groups are the “NEWS 

OFFICIAL” and the “ONLINE SALES”. This means that auctioneers profiles are not only 

related to online sales accounts, but could be recognized also by looking at those using 

specific words which refer to daily official news. Analysing the group of news official 

adding information coming from the original database as well, the main inclusive final 

file gives the possibility to put in comparison all the other variables. In this case a 

meaningful insight is that news official people tweet much from IFTTT source, which 

could be signalled by the company’s managers as an unwanted source, with the aim 

of protecting the company’s brand equity. 
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Table 5-4 – Description of Main Areas of Interest of Twitter Market Segments 

  
1 

2 

3 
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Table 5-5 – Description of Twitter Market Segments’ Locations  

  

1 

2 
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6. Methodological and Managerial Takeaways 

In this section, it will be given an overview of what are the main implications of this 

research. In the beginning the methodological takeaways will be explained, to 

summarize which have been the main learnings of the methodological research that 

could be applied in future and futher research. In the second paragraph, intead, it will 

be explained how managers can use this research to provide useful insights for 

strategic decisions. 

6.2 Methodological takeaways 

The methodological research has brought advancements on the general topic of 

dealing with short text in text mining and on the specific topic of addressing noise 

created by giveaways on Twitter.  

6.2.1 How to correctly capture themes when dealing with short texts 

Tweets can be considered sufficiently long text to be analysed by SAS® Enterprise 

miner. However, it was clear that the more the text was meagre, the more it was 

difficult for the program to create syntactic linkages among the words. This has had 

two implications: 

1. The themes contained in the text can be efficiently captured only by using a 

larger number of groups, whether they are topics or clusters. For example, for 

what concerned Locations, users express themselves with single specific words 

which define cities and countries. Therefore, to capture the user’s origin it must 

be avoided that the analysis groups together one country with another. 

2. Topics in this case capture at best the main concepts without grouping together 

separate entities. 

This led to another consideration about text cluster that is important to mention: when 

performing this node, SAS aggregates words based exclusively in which documents, 

order, or context the terms are found. This, contrarily to the general knowledge of 

clustering, doesn’t take into account external variables that could group together 

people coming from Nigeria and Americans. Therefore, when the output of text mining 

on locations is grouping different nations together, this has to be considered as an 

error in the adopted methodology.  
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Therefore, the best methodology to apply is to reduce the number of different records 

through the text topic until it is clear that each group represents a defined location 

theme. At this point, it is possible to manually assign labels to each topic and therefore 

to group similar topics into one depending on the degree of detail desired. 

6.2.2 Addressing giveaways’ noise 

Lastly, giveaways are very popular on social media and on Twitter as well. In this 

analysis it was observed that on Twitter they are shared by writing a standard 

sentence, for example “I entered a #giveaway..”, followed by the name of the product 

that the contestant wants to win. When performing the analysis, it was clear that the 

content of the tweets concerning these particular online initiatives were not relevant 

for drawing meaningful themes as the participants were not expressing interest toward 

a specific model, but they express the willingness to receive something free. Therefore, 

these tweets were not adding any relevant information about the content of the online 

discourse. On the contrary, they even distorted the topics contents as they put the 

focus on specific sunglass models which otherwise would have been irrelevant. 

6.3 Applications for managers 

As shown in the results section, the analysis of Big Social Data is able to provide 

practical and integrated results that give an overview of the online discourse, with its 

main themes and the characteristics of the main actors’ groups. In addition, the 

comparison of tweets main themes, with users’ biographies and location data, has 

shown that a thorough analysis is able to provide meaningful insights for a manager 

who wants to get to know the online market, but also improve his knowledge of the 

offline market and of its market segments’ characteristics. In this particular case, it 

was possible to understand how the comprehensive analysis can effectively provide 

insights on interests of specific market segments, such as Oakley Team group 

interested in Sky cycling team made up by energic people which aligns effectively with 

the Oakley brand identity for sporty people, or can improve the recognition and the 

anticipation of future trends in consumers’ product tastes as well, such in the case of 

green big glasses mentioned by fashion bloggers, or the case of vintage aviator style 

glasses mentioned both by bloggers and family men. In addition, another important 

insight was found about the definition of detection of fraudulent activities, with the 
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identification of users who published tweets aimed at selling at a fixed price or with an 

auction some sunglasses. Indeed, if the policy of the company is not to make 

aggressive discounts, these results would surely improve the managers’ knowledge of 

their disloyal competitor, and would guide the way through the identification of the 

ways to block it, for example blocking the online source from where tweets come from. 

Furthermore, the integration of the results with the other variables gives the possibility 

to describe market segments based also on psychographic characteristics, meaning 

the specific characteristics of the people’s lifestyles such as “fashion bloggers” “family 

fathers” and “travellers”, which would be otherwise gathered with means that require 

more time and resources both for collection and for analysis.  On the other hand, it 

was also possible to collect information about country of origin, therefore providing a 

geographical segmentation of the market. Even if this kind of segmentation is 

considered in the literature as outdated it was used here, as in other researches, to 

efficiently complement the final results giving more information about the segment. 

Lastly, this study has shown that these information can be freely gathered and easily 

processed by company employees and have the ability provide managers unsolicited  

and trustworthy insights coming from a gigantic number of customers whose interests 

are the base to predict their behaviour toward the company or a product.  

6.4 Conclusions 

This research has expanded the meaning of market segmentation introducing Big 

Social Data as an alternative and complementary way of understanding how to adapt 

marketing strategies to consumer segments. The market segmentation provided by 

this methodology is different from the conventional and previous studies, and provides 

more integrated and general results which can be used for different purposes.  

Big Social Data Analytics has demonstrated to contribute efficiently to the strategic 

marketing decision making in the field of market segmentation. Indeed, the results 

were able to show that Twitter data text variables are those which offer the most valid 

source of both psychographic and demographic data, where the former refer the 

content of tweets, while the latter is included in users’ biographies and locations. 

Moreover, the combination of these three elements has proved to be possible given 

the presence of key variables, such as the user ID and the tweet ID, which have led 
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to integrated results where discussion themes, user attributes, and user location are 

combined into a single accessible file, available for analysis and interpretation inside a 

company. In addition, the analysis performed on the resulting integrated file has shown 

that it can provide not only insights about customers’ interests, but also general 

insights concerning market opportunities, such as emerging trends, or existing threats, 

such as online unauthorized resellers. In conclusion, not only companies but any kind 

of organization could successfully take advantage of this study to overcome the 

difficulties of conventional segmentation, and to acquire a deep but also 

comprehensive understanding of their market, in terms of who are their customers, 

what they are satisfied with, what they are not, and what are the possible future 

strategies that need to be implemented or adjusted.  

6.5 Limitations 

In this section, the main limitations of the research have been addressed: on the one 

hand are explained the limitations related to the database source, on the other hand 

it is clarified the problem of how to isolate information regarding age within 

biographies, and the reasons why it was not possible to clearly identify age groups. 

6.5.1 Twitter Users are technology savants 

This research proposed a way to segment Twitter users, meaning that it aimed at 

finding the traits that online registered people have in common. However, it must be 

said that people on Twitter have already one main trait in common which is directly 

linked on being on social media. Indeed, having a log in and being active on the web 

page make these users “technology savants”, something which might in turn not give 

a complete picture of the market and would not be able to represent the trend of the 

totality of consumers, but only of one specific group. However, nowadays using social 

media is extremely common, and Twitter has 100 million daily active users. This in 

turn gives the base to state that even though these might be consumers belonging 

already to a specific segment of technology savants, the segment is of such an 

incredible proportion that there will reasonably be various sub-segments of users 

within this segment. Therefore, companies would be surely interested to understand 

their characteristics and behaviours and consequently to address the segment.   
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6.5.2 Limitations in users’ age definition 

As noted in the previous section, biographies contain numbers which sometimes refer 

to age and could be interesting for demographic classification purposes. However, after 

a preliminary analysis on the Excel file, five categories of reasons why numbers are 

used in biographies were identified: 

1. User’s age; 

2. Age of user’s relatives (ex. children or spouse); 

3. Duration of working in a company, or doing other activities; 

4. Number of user’s children; 

5. Others. 

In order to separate user’s age from the rest of numbers, it was first necessary to 

identify only those belonging to the first and second category. One way of proceeding 

was to use the prepositions or nouns that preceded or followed the number as, 

reasonably, an expression of age is followed by “years old”, while an expression of 

duration is preceded by “for” or “over”. Consequently, the biographies were filtered for 

the words: “age”, “years”, “old”, “years old”, “yrs” and “yr”, resulting in database of 

around 300 records, which included both category one and category two. However, 

with the available instruments these categories resulted not distinguishable on the 

basis of words preceding the numbers.  

In conclusion, there were two main conditions that made age analysis ineffective from 

Twitter user’s biographies: 

1. Noise in the data. As explained, users insert numbers about different subjects 

and with the current tools it is impossible to separate them correctly. 

2. Frequency of disclosers. Even if it could be possible to recognize the user 

age among the rest, few users disclose theirs and even fewer disclose it with a 

synonym of the correct formulation afterwards. Indeed, on the dataset were 

found many users stating a single number at the beginning of their biography, 

which could refer to their age.  
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8. Appendix 

1. Tweet’s Terms Table (extract) 

Term Role Attribut

e 

Freq # Docs Keep Parent/Chi

ld Status 

Parent 

ID 

Rank for 

numdocs + 

sunglass 

Noun Alpha 82209 80067 Y + 12237

3 

1 

sunglass

es 

Prop Alpha 28300 27495 Y 
 

12392

3 

2 

+ be Verb Alpha 17719 16021 N + 16325

3 

3 

+ new Adj Alpha 14028 13347 N + 16332

6 

4 

s Noun Alpha 12882 11827 N 
 

16280

6 

5 

+ wear Verb Alpha 11311 10932 Y + 53669 6 

+ 

fashion 

Noun Alpha 9753 9388 Y + 12290

5 

7 

not Adv Alpha 9711 9033 N 
 

16299

4 

8 

+ have Verb Alpha 9420 8664 N + 16294

5 

9 

+ get Verb Alpha 8406 8076 N + 16281

7 

10 

 

2. Tweets’ Text Topic Table – 25 Topics 

 

3. Tweets’ Text Topic Table – 40 Topics 

Cate

gory 

Topi

c ID 

Document 

Cutoff 

Term 

Cutoff 

Topic # 

Ter

ms 

# 

Doc

s 

Multip

le 

9 0.081 0.038 +cool,+hat,+guy,+forget,+want 84 174

77 Multip

le 

1 0.115 0.034 +man,+polarised 

lens,+glasses,+driving,+fashion 

62 114

82 Multip

le 

5 0.11 0.032 +wear,+night,indoors,+summer,+polarise

d lens 

23 109

82 Multip

le 

8 0.144 0.034 +woman,+fashion,+sun,+deal,+glasses 50 107

94 Multip

le 

22 0.104 0.033 +rayban,+millimeter,+ray ban 

wayfarer,+ray ban aviator,+aviator 

32 911

1 Multip

le 

35 0.082 0.035 +fashion,+today,+taste,+aviator,+rayban 

sunglasses 

77 797

4 Multip

le 

37 0.081 0.035 +polarised lens,+cool,gl,+aviator 

sunglasses polarized,+throw 

57 788

0 Multip

le 

40 0.068 0.036 summer,+forget,+win,+shade,+throw 80 721

7 Multip

le 

38 0.073 0.034 +style,today,+rayban 

sunglasses,+miss,+cool 

48 713

9 Multip

le 

13 0.081 0.033 +vintage,+retro,+eyeglass,+aviator,+fas

hionblogger 

36 666

1 Multip

le 

24 0.084 0.033 +eye,+cat,+protect,+cat,cockpit 29 639

4 
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Multip

le 

20 0.077 0.034 +glasses,+sun,foodgressing,wear,+deal 52 615

3 Multip

le 

12 0.077 0.035 sports,+polarised lens,ivsta,ivsta sports 

aviator sunglasses,uv4 

66 614

7 Multip

le 

28 0.075 0.034 +lens,+mirror,+round,+gold,+blue 50 611

4 Multip

le 

2 0.129 0.033 +giveaway,+win,+enter,+chance,+ray 

ban aviator 

34 570

9 Multip

le 

32 0.074 0.034 +black,+millimeter,authentic,+green,+lar

ge 

43 531

3 Multip

le 

3 0.092 0.035 +rayban 

sunglasses,+today,+world,+life,+rayban 

62 446

2 Multip

le 

26 0.068 0.033 +summer,+shade,+style,summer,+girl 32 438

4 Multip

le 

31 0.071 0.033 +sale,+aviator,+eyeglass,eyewear,+store 32 437

1 Multip

le 

23 0.072 0.032 +good,+thing,+today,+big,+brand 24 423

1 Multip

le 

11 0.083 0.031 +look,+wish,+tan,+good,good 14 399

0 Multip

le 

6 0.084 0.032 +oakley,+teamsky,michalkwiatek,theruss

ellellis,+win 

17 394

9 Multip

le 

33 0.067 0.031 +tactical gear 

zone,+zone,+hike,+backpack,+outdoors 

14 391

7 Multip

le 

18 0.077 0.033 +mirror,+metal,lenses,cat,+flat 37 386

5 Multip

le 

7 0.09 0.033 +free,+shipping,+free 

shipping,+rayban,+aviator 

33 384

3 Multip

le 

15 0.076 0.032 +want,+primus,+lite,+shoes,primus lite 

shoes 

26 298

9 Multip

le 

16 0.075 0.031 +day,+idol,+sunny,+bad,today 17 292

5 Multip

le 

29 0.065 0.032 +look,+big,+quality,+little,+style 27 292

0 Multip

le 

17 0.072 0.033 +code,ezil,menton,+giveaway,joined 41 267

7 Multip

le 

39 0.065 0.034 +time,+car,+hair,+win,+first 35 264

9 Multip

le 

25 0.067 0.033 +check,+ebay,+polarised 

lens,+style,+woman 

24 260

8 Multip

le 

34 0.071 0.031 +buy,+summer,+style,+cute,+right 13 252

8 Multip

le 

21 0.071 0.031 +lose,+favorite,+ocean,+break,+week 21 227

5 Multip

le 

14 0.074 0.031 +love,+look,+polarised lens,+wear,+cute 7 218

3 Multip

le 

30 0.067 0.032 +prescription 

glass,+simplyamevie,+prescription 

sunglass,buy,+child 

20 206

4 Multip

le 

4 0.107 0.031 +tom ford,+auction,+auction tom,+tom 

ford sunglass,+brown 

12 198

4 Multip

le 

27 0.065 0.031 +know,+summer,+people,+polarised 

lens,+dealoftheday 

12 192

6 Multip

le 

19 0.07 0.033 le,+style,+lennon,round,argus 35 181

2 Multip

le 

36 0.061 0.032 +find,+awesome,+prescription 

sunglass,+prescription glass,+perfect 

19 161

7 Multip

le 

10 0.076 0.03 +poshmarkapp,+add,+video,+youtube,+f

rance 

3 100

2  

4. Tweet’s Labeled Clusters – 18 Clusters 

NewID ClusterID LABEL Descriptive Terms 

1 9 OAKLEY TEAM +oakley  oakley  gear  tactical  +teamsky  +zone  +'tactical 

gear zone'  michalkwiatek  hiking  added 2 10 EYE 

PRESCRIPTION 

eyes  prescription  +free  'prescription sunglasses'  +eye  

buy  glasses  +child  +shipping  'prescription glasses' 3 20 VINTAGE 

AVIATOR 

vintage  +vintage  +sale  +aviator  +cat  women  eye  

eyeglasses  +fashion  eyewear 4 21 RAYBAN 

WORLD 

rayban  +'rayban sunglasses'  +today  +world  +fashion  

+taste  +beautiful  +clear  +open  +act 5 23 COOL LOOK +look  looking  wearing  looks  +good  looked  +tan  cool  

+wish  +face 6 24 SUMMER 

SHADES 

sunglasses  +forget  shades  kids  forgot  summer  

+summer  +fuck  +amazing  +grab 
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7 26 SUNGLASSES 

SHOP 

sunglasses  +look  +summer  +shop  +style  summer  

looks  today  +buy  +watch 8 28 SUNGLASSES 

TIME 

sunglasses  +love  +know  +time  +hair  +face  +head  

+hat  +sunglass  +cool 9 29 POLARIZED 

ON EBAY 

polarized  +black  men  black  +check  +ebay  +lens  

women  'polarized sunglasses'  summer 10 30 WEARING 

GLASSES 

INDOORS 

sunglasses  wearing  +wear  wears  +people  +night  

indoors  wore  eyes  +always 11 31 SALES 

INSTORE 

+store  +sale  +want  polarized  +visit  +win  +shoes  

sports  ebay  polarised 12 32 AUCTIONS ray  ban  tom  ford  tomford  +auction  +rayban  mm  

+lens  rayban 13 33 GREEN LARGE 

RAYBAN 

rayban  +rayban  +green  +large  authentic  +today  metal  

+free  black  mm 14 37 LOST 

SUNGLASSES 

sunglasses  +day  lost  today  +buy  bought  +last  days  

+favorite  broke 15 38 TODAY 

RAYBAN 

TREND 

+check  rayban  summer  +fashion  +trend  +today  

+'rayban sunglasses'  +classic  +life  'summer classic' 16 39 SUNGLASSES 

FOR MEN AND 

WOMEN 

women  glasses  men  +brand  +glasses  +sun  sun  

+designer  fashion  polarized 17 40 ENTER TO 

WIN 

+fashion  +win  +enter  +taste  rayban  +today  +chance  

+moment  +giveaway  sunglass 18 43 WANT BIG 

SUNGLASSES 

sunglasses  +good  +big  +want  +collection  best  +look  

+wood  better  designer  

5. Tweet’s Cluster Distances 

Clus

ter 

ID 

Descriptive Terms Freq

uenc

y 

Percen

tage 

RMS 

Std. 

Descriptive Term 

Sample 

X Y 

28 sunglasses +love 

+know +time +hair 

+face +head +hat 

+sunglass +cool 

2727

7 

0.2514

28729 

0.0819

51291 

sunglasses +love 

+know +time +hair 

... 

1.7647

3254 

-

0.5232

7529 

30 sunglasses wearing 

+wear wears +people 

+night indoors wore 

eyes +always 

1090

3 

0.1004

99594 

0.1006

00161 

sunglasses wearing 

+wear wears +people 

... 

1.3247

27856 

-

1.5887

56539 

37 sunglasses +day lost 

today +buy bought 

+last days +favorite 

broke 

9661 0.0890

51324 

0.0885

20018 

sunglasses +day lost 

today +buy ... 

1.3220

1704 

1.5516

43421 39 women glasses men 

+brand +glasses 

+sun sun +designer 

fashion polarized 

7180 0.0661

82435 

0.1542

8528 

women glasses men 

+brand +glasses ... 

-

0.2714

87901 

1.3200

92628 32 ray ban tom ford 

tomford +auction 

+rayban mm +lens 

rayban 

6749 0.0622

09645 

0.1645

61476 

ray ban tom ford 

tomford ... 

-

1.8420

65 

0.4289

07944 29 polarized +black men 

black +check +ebay 

+lens women 

'polarized sunglasses' 

summer 

5431 0.0500

60836 

0.1577

94156 

polarized +black men 

black +check ... 

-

1.0414

1142 

1.1440

92727 9 +oakley oakley gear 

tactical +teamsky 

+zone +'tactical gear 

zone' michalkwiatek 

hiking added 

5349 0.0493

04992 

0.1650

71476 

+oakley oakley gear 

tactical +teamsky ... 

0.1043

66598 

0.4820

26379 20 vintage +vintage 

+sale +aviator +cat 

women eye 

eyeglasses +fashion 

eyewear 

4649 0.0428

52666 

0.1669

00273 

vintage +vintage 

+sale +aviator +cat 

... 

-

0.9448

3965 

0.2342

04961 23 +look looking wearing 

looks +good looked 

+tan cool +wish 

+face 

4553 0.0419

67775 

0.1401

69358 

+look looking wearing 

looks +good ... 

0.5168

38365 

-

0.9829

20051 

43 sunglasses +good 

+big +want 

+collection best 

+look +wood better 

designer 

4246 0.0391

37969 

0.1472

48584 

sunglasses +good 

+big +want 

+collection ... 

-

0.1522

71287 

-

1.3623

67309 

24 sunglasses +forget 

shades kids forgot 

summer +summer 

+fuck +amazing 

+grab 

3810 0.0351

19092 

0.1323

41839 

sunglasses +forget 

shades kids forgot ... 

1.6063

23162 

0.7195

0271 21 rayban +'rayban 

sunglasses' +today 

+world +fashion 

+taste +beautiful 

+clear +open +act 

3748 0.0345

476 

0.1608

51622 

rayban +'rayban 

sunglasses' +today 

+world ... 

-

1.2745

64524 

-

0.1159

20322 

26 sunglasses +look 

+summer +shop 

+style summer looks 

today +buy +watch 

3675 0.0338

74714 

0.1257

13548 

sunglasses +look 

+summer +shop 

+style ... 

0.9463

20628 

0.2160

65399 10 eyes prescription 

+free 'prescription 

sunglasses' +eye buy 

glasses +child 

+shipping 

'prescription glasses' 

3591 0.0331

00435 

0.1842

79284 

eyes prescription 

+free 'prescription 

sunglasses' ... 

0.5239

32304 

-

0.2514

66536 

40 +fashion +win 

+enter +taste rayban 

+today +chance 

+moment +giveaway 

sunglass 

2556 0.0235

60209 

0.1614

27514 

+fashion +win 

+enter +taste rayban 

... 

-

1.7080

2873 

-

1.3504

7873 

31 +store +sale +want 

polarized +visit +win 

+shoes sports ebay 

polarised 

2406 0.0221

77568 

0.1862

83453 

+store +sale +want 

polarized +visit ... 

-

0.0320

35071 

-

0.0477

43245 

33 rayban +rayban 

+green +large 

authentic +today 

metal +free black mm 

1364 0.0125

72819 

0.1742

02095 

rayban +rayban 

+green +large 

authentic ... 

-

0.5360

21728 

-

0.6215

06276 

38 +check rayban 

summer +fashion 

+trend +today 

+'rayban sunglasses' 

+classic +life 

'summer classic' 

1340 0.0123

51596 

0.1563

43717 

+check rayban 

summer +fashion 

+trend ... 

-

0.3065

33181 

0.7478

98131  
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6. Biographies Labeled Clusters – 27 Clusters 

Clus

ter 

ID 

 
Descriptive 

Terms 

Freque

ncy 

Percenta

ge 

RMS Std. Descriptiv

e Term 

Sample 

X Y 

25 FAMILY 

MOMS 

mom  

+wife  

+mother  

mother  

+stay  

+teacher  

mommy  

mum  kids  

+dog  two  

+awesome  

+kid  

+proud  

+advocate 

1306 0.01751

6094 

0.16089

2529 

mom  

+wife  

+mother  

mother  

+stay  ... 

-

0.63538

7181 

0.16947

1558 29 ANIMAL 

LOVER 

+lover  

lover  

+enthusias

t  +dog  

animal  

+music  

+coffee  

+cat  +fan  

dogs  

+addict  

mom  

music  

+wife  

+writer 

2461 0.03300

6974 

0.14356

2464 

+lover  

lover  

+enthusia

st  +dog  

animal  ... 

0.93835

207 

0.32779

205 32 GOOD 

LIFE 

+good  

best  

better  

vibes  

+friend  

'best 

friend'  

+'good 

vibes'  

+vibe  

+designer  

'good 

person'  

+'graphic 

designer'  

+absolutel

y  +'good 

life'  

+damn  

+food 

16180 0.21700

6438 

0.04413

8544 

+good  

best  

better  

vibes  

+friend  

... 

0.45597

7816 

-

0.01120

0344 

34 ARTISTI

C 

+music  

+follow  

+art  

+travel  

+food  

sports  +tv  

movies  

+photogra

phy  books  

+back  

travel  

+film  

+politics  

followed 

2542 0.03409

3348 

0.15444

9294 

+music  

+follow  

+art  

+travel  

+food  ... 

0.95972

1178 

-

0.29236

6805 

35 SOCIAL 

MEDIA 

ig  

instagram  

insta  

+instagra

m  +follow  

+facebook  

snapchat  

fb  

+youtube  

+model  

facebook  

+youtuber  

email  

blogger  

snap 

1812 0.02430

2575 

0.12768

1917 

ig  

instagram  

insta  

+instagra

m  

+follow  

... 

0.92984

9055 

0.84478

488 36 LOVE 

FRIENDS 

love  +love  

loves  

+family  

+people  

+music  

+god  

+laugh  

loved  

+hate  

friends  

mom  dogs  

loving  

+wife 

3085 0.04137

6073 

0.12506

1025 

love  

+love  

loves  

+family  

+people  

... 

-

1.04170

1952 

1.27569

9713 37 SHOPPIN

G DEALS 

+find  

deals  best  

+free  

+shop  

shopping  

accessories  

+online  

online  

products  

+store  

+great  

prices  

+clothing  

+money 

2426 0.03253

7554 

0.12665

9769 

+find  

deals  

best  

+free  

+shop  ... 

-

0.19026

647 

1.69122

2905 40 EYE 

CARE 

+care  

+eye  care  

contact  

eye  health  

eyes  

+vision  

+center  

services  

dr  +dr.  

+service  

lenses  

+quality 

1919 0.02573

7661 

0.16365

0591 

+care  

+eye  

care  

contact  

eye  ... 

0.03033

1036 

0.01940

7055 41 SOCIAL 

MEDIA 

+follow  

instagram  

ig  +back  

followed  

+instagra

m  

+facebook  

+happines

s  +lol  

insta  

follows  

+learn  

facebook  

+life  fb 

728 0.00976

3948 

0.15250

9015 

+follow  

instagram  

ig  +back  

followed  

... 

-

0.01774

468 

0.79239

177 42 GAMING games  

+video  

'video 

games'  

tweets  

+tweet  

+play  

videos  

+stuff  

youtube  

+game  

mostly  

+anime  

playing  

game  

+bot 

2214 0.02969

4206 

0.13605

0346 

games  

+video  

'video 

games'  

tweets  ... 

0.52673

1323 

-

1.03662

1973 

43 FASHION 

BLOGGE

R 

+fashion  

+beauty  

fashion  

+lifestyle  

+style  

+blogger  

blogger  

latest  

accessories  

+travel  

+blog  

women  

trends  

+follow  

+'lifestyle 

blogger' 

2126 0.02851

3948 

0.13654

8234 

+fashion  

+beauty  

fashion  

+lifestyle  

+style  ... 

0.53992

9299 

1.39771

8871 44 FAMILY 

FATHERS 

+husband  

+old  

years  dad  

+year  

+father  

father  

+proud  

+son  

married  

yrs  

husband  

yr  

+daughter  

+follower 

1793 0.02404

7747 

0.14248

4762 

+husband  

+old  

years  dad  

+year  ... 

0.68358

6762 

-

1.97920

251 

45 BOYS&GI

RLS 

+girl  

+heart  

+day  

+little  

+beautiful  

girls  +boy  

+big  

+born  

+baby  

+small  

boys  days  

girl  +town 

2762 0.03704

3991 

0.15075

0754 

+girl  

+heart  

+day  

+little  

+beautiful  

... 

-

0.47133

4318 

-

0.13316

0287 

47 SPORTY +fan  

sports  

views  

opinions  

+proud  

+member  

+football  

+state  

+big  

+alum  

baseball  

+nerd  

+coach  

+player  

+geek 

3643 0.04885

9979 

0.13845

8367 

+fan  

sports  

views  

opinions  

+proud  

... 

0.01666

5391 

-

1.09220

4254 

48 NEWS 

OFFICIA

L 

+news  

+account  

twitter  

+twitter  

official  

+official  

latest  

+informati

on  news  

+local  

+source  

+page  

+daily  

'official 

twitter'  

updates 

2483 0.03330

2039 

0.15346

034 

+news  

+account  

twitter  

+twitter  

official  ... 

-

0.05443

0141 

-

0.25152

815 

49 UNIVERS

ITY 

university  

+state  

married  

+stan  

+university  

blessed  

+softball  

romans  

+angel  rip  

+college  

+daughter  

+alpha  

+meme  

+future 

817 0.01095

7618 

0.13993

0843 

university  

+state  

married  

+stan  

+universit

y  ... 

-

0.58761

5309 

-

0.40268

1237 

51 WRITER

S 

things  

+time  

+thing  

+full  

+write  

times  

+tweet  

+cute  

+'good 

time'  'a lot 

of'  'full 

time'  

+writer  

+good  

+stuff  

+enjoy 

2157 0.02892

9721 

0.14947

9375 

things  

+time  

+thing  

+full  

+write  ... 

1.35295

8358 

-

0.82848

4685 

52 SPANISH +de  +en  

+el  +es  

+mi  las  

+por  los  

+vida  

+del  

+para  

+soy  

+una  +te  

+con 

1222 0.01638

9485 

0.07921

3517 

+de  +en  

+el  +es  

+mi  ... 

2.99423

2242 

-

0.35126

5148 

54 WRITER

S AND 

ACTORS 

+writer  

+always  

+author  

+editor  

+producer  

+actor  

+owner  

+singer  

+photogra

pher  

+freelance  

+director  

+host  

+musician  

+aspiring  

+creator 

2791 0.03743

294 

0.14294

8669 

+writer  

+always  

+author  

+editor  

+producer  

... 

-

1.44449

8744 

0.72734

1019 56 DESIGNE

RS 

+artist  

+student  

+designer  

+photogra

pher  

+professio

nal  

graphic  

+work  

+business  

+design  

working  

+art  work  

+illustrator  

+creative  

+director 

2623 0.03517

9721 

0.14352

5021 

+artist  

+student  

+designer  

+photogra

pher  

+professio

nal  ... 

-

0.56419

4783 

-

1.04381

4528 

57 FAMILY 

FATHERS 

+man  

+god  

women  

+family  

men  

friends  

+woman  

family  

+friend  

man  

+child  

blessed  

+faith  

lady  

+good 

2303 0.03088

7876 

0.13514

2211 

+man  

+god  

women  

+family  

men  ... 

-

1.31968

3553 

-

0.29047

8397 

59 BAD 

WORDS 

+know  

+want  

+people  

+im  

+person  

+shit  

+fuck  

+bitch  

+look  

+guy  

+wanna  

+feel  

+ass  

knows  

+die 

5040 0.06759

6567 

0.12719

927 

+know  

+want  

+people  

+im  

+person  

... 

-

1.54398

5427 

0.08057

5132 62 ENJOY 

LIFE 

+life  

+happy  

living  

+live  

+real  live  

+loving  

lives  

+music  

+short  

'living life'  

+enjoy  

+livin  

+passion  

enjoying 

2228 0.02988

1974 

0.15675

8208 

+life  

+happy  

living  

+live  

+real  ... 

-

0.27138

0328 

0.26349

0254 63 SOCIAL 

MEDIA 

MARKETI

NG 

+social  

+media  

+live  

+day  

media  

+'social 

media'  

living  

+university  

+digital  

+business  

+marketin

g  

+manager  

marketing  

2043 0.02740

0751 

0.14521

0289 

+social  

+media  

+live  

+day  

media  ... 

-

1.26122

1666 

-

0.89109

9403 

64 TRAVELL

ERS 

+world  

+place  

+traveler  

worlds  

travel  full  

+follow  

+smile  

+find  

+writer  

+want  

+news  

better  

+travel  

+living 

1271 0.01704

6674 

0.11748

5525 

+world  

+place  

+traveler  

worlds  

travel  ... 

-

1.07417

5014 

-

1.87692

6238 

65 SOCIAL 

MEDIA 

sc  

snapchat  

+snapchat  

ig  snap  

instagram  

insta  

+instagra

m  +senior  

+psalm  

+4:13  

blacklives

matter  

nursing  

2216 0.02972

103 

0.11593

8052 

sc  

snapchat  

+snapchat  

ig  snap  

... 

1.44306

6113 

1.22998

3244 73 ONLINE 

SUNGLA

SSES 

sunglasses  

products  

+online  

+uk  +free  

+brand  

+store  

+quality  

+eyewear  

services  

+shop  

+company  

+service  

2369 0.03177

3069 

0.12990

6619 

sunglasse

s  

products  

+online  

+uk  

+free  ... 

-

0.39378

1075 

1.66115

5508  
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7. Locations Labeled Topics – 50 topics 

Topi

c ID 

Sub_Label Label Topic # 

Doc

s 

1 USA STATES USA +united states of 

america,indiana,pennsylvania,colorado,illinois 

382

4 2 NEW YORK 

CITY 

USA +new york,buffalo,manhattan,queens,rochester 199

3 3 CAPITALS MIX london,england,+united kingdom,toronto,new york 

city 

140

7 4 CALIFORNIA USA los angeles,+california,hollywood,venice 

beach,brooklyn 

245

7 5 UK REGIONS UK +united kingdom,hampshire,birmingham,kent,leeds 160

3 6 TEXAS USA +texas,san antonio,fort worth,+united states of 

america,el paso 

153

6 7 ENGLAND UK england,birmingham,newcastle,liverpool,sheffield 233

4 8 ILLINOIS USA chicago,il,illinois,miami,vancouver 752 

9 FLORIDA USA +florida,orlando,tampa,jacksonville,+united states of 

america 

944 

10 CANADA CANADA canada,alberta,calgary,edmonton,nova scotia 702 

11 CALIFORNIA USA +california,san jose,sacramento,oakland,long beach 235

7 12 CANADA CANADA toronto,ontario,canada,san francisco,dallas 975 

13 GEORGIA USA ga,atlanta,savannah,athens,macon 414 

14 SCOTLAND UK scotland,glasgow,edinburgh,+united 

kingdom,aberdeen 

553 

15 WASHINGTON 

DC 

USA washington,dc,d.c.,+united states of america,houston 334 

16 INDIA ASIA india,mumbai,new delhi,hyderabad,chennai 469 

17 MASSACHUSET

TS 

USA ma,boston,cambridge,england,somerville 399 

18 WASHIGTON 

STATE 

USA wa,seattle,vancouver,washington,tacoma 416 

19 PENNSYLVANIA USA pa,philadelphia,pittsburgh,new york city,lancaster 469 

20 NEW JERSEY USA nj,georgia,austin,jersey city,+new york 294 

21 IRELAND UK ireland,dublin,cork,kildare,galway 359 

22 TEXAS USA houston,+texas,north carolina,il,chicago 158

3 23 OHIO USA ohio,columbus,+united states of 

america,cincinnati,cleveland 

174

7 24 AUSTRALIA AUSTRALI

A 

australia,melbourne,sydney,victoria,brisbane 467 

25 NEVADA USA las vegas,nv,reno,nevada,henderson 234 

26 ENGLAND UK manchester,england,+united kingdom,dallas,nh 247

0 27 TENNESSEE USA tn,nashville,memphis,knoxville,chattanooga 325 

28 CALIFORNIA USA san francisco,+california,las vegas,ontario,nv 243

7 29 BIG USA 

CITIES 

USA brooklyn,+new york,miami,williamsburg,san francisco 205

8 30 MICHIGAN USA michigan,+united states of 

america,detroit,vancouver,lansing 

245

4 31 NORTH 

CAROLINA 

USA nc,charlotte,raleigh,durham,asheville 362 

32 NEW JERSEY USA new jersey,+united states of america,+new 

york,nj,chicago 

379

2 33 TEXAS USA dallas,+texas,north carolina,virginia,miami 156

0 34 SOUTH AFRICA SOUTH 

AFRICA 

south africa,cape town,johannesburg,pretoria,durban 262 

35 CANADA CANADA ontario,canada,ottawa,hamilton,mississauga 995 

36 MICHIGAN USA mi,detroit,grand rapids,ann arbor,kalamazoo 297 

37 CANADA CANADA vancouver,british columbia,canada,victoria,toronto 861 

38 FRANCE/FRENC

H 

FRANCE france,paris,ile-de-france,bordeaux,nice 236 

39 ARIZONA USA az,phoenix,tucson,tempe,scottsdale 337 

40 CALIFORNIA USA san diego,+california,north carolina,georgia,mn 240

6 41 MINNESOTA USA mn,minneapolis,minnesota,+united states of 

america,duluth 

254 

42 OREGON USA portland,oregon,+united states of 

america,+texas,buffalo 

230 

43 NORTH 

CAROLINA 

USA north carolina,+united states of america,nj,new 

jersey,georgia 

397

7 44 WALES UK wales,cardiff,+united kingdom,swansea,manchester 171

1 45 ILLINOIS USA il,naperville,springfield,north carolina,new jersey 510 

46 FLORIDA USA miami,+florida,virginia,north carolina,indiana 876 
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47 TEXAS USA austin,+texas,virginia,north carolina,miami 142

7 48 GEORGIA USA georgia,+united states of 

america,atlanta,maryland,savannah 

399

3 49 VIRGINIA USA va,virginia,richmond,virginia beach,+united states of 

america 

167

8 50 CITIES MIX new york city,pittsburgh,australia,dallas,germany 242 

 


